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Letter from Jim Ingram, CEO
Hand in hand. Such a 
simple, powerful concept. 
You and I are stronger 
when our hands are 
joined together. 

In 2011, I was blessed 
to become Medair’s 
CEO after seven years 
working in the Finance 

department and four years on the Executive Leadership 
Team. I am passionate about Medair’s mission  
to relieve human suffering worldwide, and furthermore, 
I am passionate about the way we do our work. 

Medair uses a hand-in-hand approach to humanitarian 
aid. We don’t show up to a country in crisis and decide for 
ourselves what the problems are and how we’re going to 
fix them. Medair’s approach is to work alongside people 
in communities, treating each individual with respect and 
dignity, building their capacity, and learning from them 
even as they learn from us. We consult closely with local 
stakeholders and make ourselves accountable to the 
people we serve. 

When Medair’s board appointed me as the new CEO, I 
learned the profound importance of internal alignment and 
unity during such times of transition. I was amazed and 
humbled at the level of support that everyone gave to each 
other, and to me, at this time. 

I say this because, as we at Medair work hand in hand 
with our beneficiaries, we must also work with each other 
in the same way. We need the internal unity that comes 
from working with respect for everyone’s objectives and 
ideas. But with more than a thousand staff representing 41 
nationalities and spread across innumerable project sites 
and offices in 14 different countries, hand-in-hand unity 
can take time to achieve. 

So, in 2011, we took the time to meet face-to-face. We 
asked more than 100 key Medair personnel from all over 
the world to join us in Switzerland for a week of meetings 
and visioning sessions. This was the first time such a large 
and multi-faceted group of Medair staff and stakeholders 
had gathered in one place. Working together, the group 

voiced a common hope for the future of Medair and the 
difference we aim to make in the lives of others.

When hands are joined in common purpose, we are better 
able to live and work with integrity. For Medair, integrity 
is an important organisational value, not just an individual 
one. To work with integrity means that our words and 
commitments will be reflected in reality. Integrity means 
wholeness, and for us to work together in wholeness, we 
must take the time to join hands.

In 2011, we sought to deliver our projects with this kind 
of integrity. When we made the decision to close our 
programme in Sudan, we did so knowing that we needed 
to take an appropriate amount of time to withdraw 
responsibly, and we needed to do so in consultation and 
association with local authorities, beneficiaries, and other 
stakeholders. This process took time and wasn’t always 
easy, but it was worthwhile because we were able to exit 
with integrity.

In September, we launched a large-scale emergency 
response to the drought in Somaliland. Our response was 
only possible thanks to a generous outpouring of support 
from our private and institutional donors. Indeed, our 
donors are as much a part of Medair as our staff. In the fall 
of 2011, I met many of our Swiss donors for the first time 
as CEO. What a privilege to shake their hands and thank 
them for the compassion and faithfulness that sustains 
our work. 

Working hand in hand means we are constantly striving for 
unity, whether it be with our donors, staff, or beneficiaries. 
In this 2011 Medair Annual Report, we present to you the 
story of our year in photos, facts, and figures as part of our 
ongoing effort to hold ourselves accountable to you as we 
live out our mission with integrity.

Sincerely,

 Jim Ingram
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D.R. CONGO • 

• MADAGASCAR

AFGHANISTAN • 

ZIMBABWE • 

• SOMALIA/SOMALILAnd

HAITI •

SOuTh SudAn •

SudAn •

• 1,716,964 total direct beneficiaries

• 8 country programmes

• 1 international headquarters in Switzerland, 71 staff

•  5 affiliate offices in France, Germany, The netherlands,  
u.K., and u.S.

• 110 internationally recruited staff in the field (IRS) 

• 921 nationally recruited staff (nRS)

• 29 countries in which Medair worked from 1988 through 2011

•  41 nationalities represented among Medair staff (including 
dual nationalities)

2011 Medair Summary 
Photo: Medair’s team in Ango, d.R. Congo.

Nationalities of Medair Staff
Afghan
American
Argentinean
Australian
Belgian
British
Cameroonian
Canadian
Chinese 
Congolese
Cypriot

danish
dutch
Eritrean
French
German
haitian
Indian
Indonesian
Irish
Italian
Ivorian 

Kenyan
Malagasy
Mexican 
new Zealander
nigerian
norwegian
Portuguese
Romanian
Sierra Leonean
Somalilander
South African

South Sudanese
Spanish
Sudanese
Swedish
Swiss
ugandan
uzbekistani
Zimbabwean
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Emergency Relief 
When emergencies strike, Medair teams respond rapidly to save lives and reduce the suffering 
of families in crisis.

Rehabilitation 
After urgent emergency needs are met,  
Medair remains committed to helping 
communities recover from crisis.  
We work alongside local residents to build 
capacity and improve the quality of their 
essential services.

Case Study: South Sudan
Our South Sudan emergency response teams (ERTs) 
responded to major crises across the country in 2011, 
including disease outbreaks, families displaced by 
regional violence, and hundreds of thousands of returnees 
who poured over the border from Sudan into the newly 
independent South Sudan. 

As thousands gathered in makeshift camps in Apada, 
water emerged as their most urgent need. People waited 
for two to three hours just to fill one can of water. In 
response, our ERT installed a multi-tap distribution system 
at the main borehole, allowing up to six people to collect 
water at once. “When we drove back to the site the day 
after installing the system, the results were clear from 
afar,” said Medair’s Tim Liptrot. “Instead of a long line of 
100 people with jerry cans, there were just a few people 
gathered around the new tap stand.”

Case Study: Madagascar
In Madagascar’s remote villages, most people live in great 
poverty. Their suffering is made worse due to recurring 
cyclones that kill their livestock, destroy their crops, and 
damage their few possessions. 

To promote long-lasting change, Medair forms 
partnerships with local communities to help them carry 
out projects that will reduce the risk of future disasters 
and improve the quality of essential services. With a 
helping hand from Medair, community members do most 
of the work themselves, developing new skills and gaining 
a sense of ownership that enhances the long-term impact 
of the work.

“Thanks to Medair, there have been a lot of changes:  
better access to safe, clean water, better preparation for 
cyclone warnings, and awareness on how to take care  
of infrastructure,” said R. Johnny Patrick, district 
Chief of Maroantsetra. “I hope for the continuation of  
the partnership with Medair, and that in a few years,  
the population will be able to take care of themselves.”

Photos,  above: A family uses the new tap stand in the Apada camp in northern Bahr el Ghazal State, South Sudan.  
below: Malagasy community members gather sand, stones, and wood to assist in the construction of their town’s first cyclone shelter.

Examples of emergencies we responded to in 2011

•  Cyclone Bingiza in Madagascar
•  18 suspected outbreaks of disease in West darfur, Sudan 
•  Landslides, floods, and acute malnutrition in Afghanistan
•  Earthquake recovery in Haiti
•  Severe drought and acute malnutrition in Somaliland 
•  Mass displacement due to conflict in D.R. Congo 
•  Hundreds of thousands of returnees and displaced people in South Sudan

5   



Working Hand in Hand
What would you do if a group of people from a foreign country 
arrived in your community to “make a difference” in your life? 
Imagine that they don’t speak your language, that they start 
building things and urge you to change your behaviour, but 
that they never stop to ask you what you truly need! 

When Medair comes into a new country in a time of 
crisis, we are keenly aware that the people who live there 
know their needs better than we do. There is dangerous 
arrogance to think otherwise. We could build a thousand 
latrines that might save thousands of lives, but those 
latrines would be worthless if people didn’t use them or 
know how to maintain them.

humanitarian projects can make a life-saving, long-
lasting impact when relief agencies work alongside 
communities, addressing their real needs, building 
their capacity, and treating them as the owners of the 
resulting work. 

At Medair, this means working hand in hand with 
beneficiaries and facing crisis together. 

As a founding member of the humanitarian Accountability 
Partnership, we strive to be accountable to our 
beneficiaries and to continually improve our quality of 
service delivery. We treat each individual with respect and 
dignity, and learn from them even as they learn from us. 

How do we work hand in hand?
   We encourage community participation. 
   We strengthen communities through capacity building.
   We hold ourselves accountable to our beneficiaries.

“We always try to make sure that people are involved, 
because if they are not, then you will not have any 
sustainability,” said Mark Wooding, Medair’s Senior 
Reconstruction Advisor. “If you do not have sustainability, 
you have to keep coming back to help. If Medair can do more 
to help people get back on their feet and help them have a 
vision of how they can do things in the future with less and 
less input from nGOs, then for me, that’s a success story.”

Photo:  Medair’s noémie Suter shakes hands with Pierre Malaza from 
Ankadibe, Madagascar—a village that worked hand in hand with 
Medair to become better prepared to face cyclones.
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Working Hand in Hand

Encouraging Community Participation
“We are not here to tell you how to 
live,” said Medair’s Felix hyppolite 
in La Biche, haiti. “We are not here 
to offer anything to the community. 
We are just sitting together to find 
out how things are.”

Together, Felix and community 
members made a map of their village 
in the sand, showing roads, schools, 
and where each family lived. Felix 
asked them to mark on the map  
where they defecate in the open.  
The group calculated that there must 
be 800 instances of open defecation 
per day in the community. They were 
laughing and attentive, but also 
genuinely shocked.

Felix was facilitating “CATS” (Community Approaches to 
Total Sanitation), a method of encouraging participation 
that inspires individuals and communities to take 
responsibility for whether to build and use latrines or not. 
After “triggering” meetings, Medair conducts follow-up 
visits to provide technical advice, but it’s entirely up to 
each person to respond for themselves. 

Felix then asked a series of health questions: “Is anyone 
ever ill or in hospital? how much does it cost? Are any of 
the illnesses related to poor sanitation?” 

Felix dipped a hair with faeces on it into a glass of 
water. “does anyone want a drink?” There was a strong 
reaction, but then Felix explained that flies can travel 
from faeces to food or water and contaminate them. In 
essence, he told them that they all eat and drink faeces 
on a regular basis, at the expense of their health.

“Medair is not going to do anything here,” reiterated 
Felix to the crowd. “Sometimes nice latrines are made 
and people do not use them. We are just helping  
you think about this issue. What are you going to do 
about it?”

Participation in Action
In 2011, Medair ran successful CATS programmes in 
haiti, Sudan, and South Sudan. “The reaction has been 
positive in nearly every community,” said Medair’s dana 

Brosig. CATS is an example of how Medair encourages 
community ownership, although most of our projects 
involve us taking a slightly more hands-on role. 

In Zimbabwe, Medair offered to help improve safe water 
access in rural communities. To enhance sustainability 
and encourage local ownership of the project, Medair 
asked villages to actively participate, and they 
enthusiastically contributed labour and raw materials. 
With this hand-in-hand approach, we brought safe 
drinking water to almost 27,000 people in 2011. 

Participation through Communication
One of the best ways that communities participate is 
through open dialogue with Medair, actively taking part 
in the design and delivery of projects. In 2011, we held 
frequent community meetings with stakeholders to keep 
lines of communication open. 

At a March community meeting in haiti, many people 
showed up to express thanks to Medair for their shelters, 
but they also came to ask questions about the project. 
“It is so good to communicate with the community, to 
answer their questions as best as we can,” said Medair’s 
Florance Paul. “Being accountable to the community 
helps us to keep the trust that they have in Medair.”

Photo:  Felix hyppolite captures the attention of the community with his 
CATS presentation in La Biche, haiti.
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dynamics and cultural contexts and they gain valuable 
technical skills from us. 

“The best thing about working for Medair is learning,” 
said hoodo Mohamed Abdulahi in Burao, Somaliland. 
hoodo began her career with Medair as a nurse but now 
she manages nutrition promoters, oversees the evaluation 
of malnourished children, and even gives cooking 
demonstrations in Burao hospital.

“I know many things now that I did not know before,” she 
said. “I have learned how to evaluate the nutrition status of 
children and I have developed new ideas about how we can 
work with Somaliland communities and solve the problem 
of malnutrition.” 

Standing on Their Own
For Medair, capacity building also means preparing 
communities to cope with future disasters on their own. 
For instance, in cyclone-affected villages in Madagascar, 
Medair has helped communities establish early-warning 
systems for flooding, improved preparedness through 
cyclone simulations, and built safe refuges and elevated 
water points.

“One big legacy left by Medair is our change in mindset,” 
said Jean Chretien, chief in Ankadibe village. “Before, when 
the cyclone hit, we always expected the government to 
come to help. We waited for that, and there was no change, 
no progress, no hope. Today we have hope for the future. 
We dare to stand and face the cyclone.”

hand in hand, Medair aims to strengthen capacity in 
communities until the time we are able to hand over our 
projects and move on to areas of more acute crisis. And 
so, in South Sudan, we concluded our health and water 
projects in Melut and Manyo counties at the end of 2011. 

“Our goal is always to do ourselves out of a job,” said 
Caroline Boyd, South Sudan Country director. “We have 
witnessed real transformation over the time that we have 
been there.”

Capacity Building 

 Photo:  Medair’s david Gardner (centre) works side by side with community 
members to help them install and maintain a solar-powered fridge 
for storing vaccines in Melut county, South Sudan.

“When Medair arrived here there was minimal access to 
health care,” said dr. Sarah Fry, Medair Medical Manager 
in South Sudan. “These days the clinic is full every 
morning, and many patients come from far away, as 
they’ve heard that the one supported by Medair makes 
you better.”

For four years, Medair has supported South Sudan’s 
Ministry of health (Moh) in the delivery of health care 
services in Melut and Manyo counties. Over time, 
the clinics have begun to function more and more 
independently. By April, drugs were regularly supplied 
by the Moh to all Melut county health facilities—a sign of 
growing independence from outside aid.

In Melut, Medair has significantly improved the quality  
of care. “I’ve been working here since 2008 and now we 
are doing so many new things,” said Margaret, a clinic 
nurse who proudly reels off a list of things she has learned 
from Medair. 

Medair aims to support existing government services 
and local health staff through training, supervision, and 
technical advice, while our international staff will only 
occasionally provide hands-on care for patients. 

Learning That Lasts
Medair’s legacy extends beyond strengthening local 
systems and personnel—our work lives on in our nationally 
recruited staff (nRS). We benefit from their grasp of regional 
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Before Medair began providing aid to displaced people 
living in D.R. Congo’s Ango Territory, we met with local 
stakeholders to find out what they most needed, and how 
we could provide assistance in a way that acknowledged 
that ownership of the work belonged to them. 

As we began working alongside the community, we 
held focus groups and set up suggestion boxes so that 
beneficiaries could provide feedback. during the year,  
we received several comments, including some 
complaints that we addressed swiftly. For example, 
complaints about gaps in the delivery of medicine helped 
us develop a better monitoring and distribution system.

Respect and Dignity
Being accountable also means being sensitive to cultural 
contexts and delivering projects in a respectful way. 
In Afghanistan’s conservative Badakhshan province, 
local women cannot interact with men, so to ensure the 
dignity of women at our nutrition clinics, Medair provided 
separate facilities for men and women.

however, the situation was quite different in Bamyan 
province because the local culture allows for greater 
interaction between men and women. In 2011, both men 
and women participated in Medair’s paid flood-relief 
activities. “This was the first time I have been paid to 
work,” said Zahra. “I feel proud that not only have I 

made money for my family, but that, in the future, I have 
protected the country from flooding.” 

“Medair earned the acceptance of many Afghanistan 
villages in 2011 that traditionally had been  
suspicious of receiving outside assistance,” said  
Medair’s Andrew Robinson. 

Monitoring and Evaluation
To truly be accountable to beneficiaries, we take steps to 
run our projects effectively with the maximum possible 
impact for communities. In West darfur, for example, we 
used Lot Quality Assurance Sampling (LQAS), a method of 
sampling used in household surveys that provides useful 
information for monitoring and evaluation. 

“We may think what we are doing should produce 
important benefits for our beneficiaries, but by using 
evidence and data from surveys and measuring our 
progress, we can really confirm and not just assume  
that we are making a difference,” said Medair’s  
dr. Wendy dyment. 
 
highlights from 2011 LQAS include: 

   Exclusive breastfeeding rates improved from 51% to 
75% in West darfur project sites (May 2010 to december 
2011) and jumped from 18% to 46% in Somaliland 
project sites (February 2011 to december 2011).

   In West darfur, 83% of patients expressed satisfaction 
with the care they received.

These kinds of tangible results provide us with invaluable 
feedback about the success of our activities, while below-
average results help us identify potential changes that 
need to be made.

“using LQAS in our extreme contexts has been very 
helpful to us,” concluded Wendy. “LQAS has allowed us 
to evaluate our progress and find ways to improve the 
situation for our beneficiaries in the future. It helps us 
be accountable as we work together, hand in hand, to 
improve the communities we serve.”

Holding Ourselves Accountable

Working Hand in Hand

 Photo:  Medair staff meet with a household in West darfur,  
Sudan to conduct LQAS. 
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Medair’s health and nutrition teams respond to emergencies like disease outbreaks and acute 
malnutrition while also supporting health clinics so that vulnerable families receive quality care 
throughout the year. 

Saving Lives in Somaliland
“My daughter was so weak she could not cry,” whispered 
22-year-old Kaltuun husein, cradling her three-month-old, 
hibo, in her arms. “I thought she was going to die. We 
hoped she would get better, but she got worse and worse.”
 
Consecutive years of drought have contributed to high 
levels of child malnutrition in Somaliland. In 2011, Medair 
ran a comprehensive nutrition programme that provided 
life-saving treatment to 11,826 children in urban and rural 
communities. One of those children was baby hibo.

Kaltuun feared for her daughter’s life. She travelled with 
hibo to the Medair-supported stabilisation centre in Burao, 
a facility that treats severely malnourished children under 
five who also suffer from other health complications. 

health staff diagnosed hibo with severe malnutrition and 
diarrhoea. After just five days of medical and nutrition 
treatment, hibo gained weight and began to show 
encouraging signs of recovery. “The nurses here are very 
skilled and they are really helping my daughter,” said Kaltuun.

In 2011, more than 80 percent of the children admitted to 
the centre recovered. “It is amazing to see life returning to a 

child,” said senior nurse Sayneb husein. “When they come 
in they are weak but by the time they leave, they are moving 
around and making a lot of noise.” 

“I am surprised that my daughter has got well so quickly,” 
said Kaltuun. “Soon I hope to take her home.” 

“The stabilisation centre is an amazing place—you see 
wonders every week,” said Sayneb. “Although things are 
very difficult in Somaliland at the moment, I am sure that 
the situation in Burao will get better because of the help 
we are receiving from Medair. The stabilisation centre is 
certainly better than before. The staff get good training and 
I feel proud to be helping save children’s lives.”

Health and Nutrition

Key Health and Nutrition Activities

•  Responding to emergencies like disease outbreaks and population 
displacements

• Providing emergency and integrated nutrition programmes
• Delivering maternal and child health programmes
• Providing and supporting primary health care services
• Vaccinating for routine coverage and outbreak response
• Promoting health and hygiene 
• Training, supervising, and monitoring of clinics and staff

 Photo:  Kaltuun husein looks after her daughter hibo, who in this photo  
is already well on the road to recovery.
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Medair’s WASH teams play a vital role in improving the health and overall quality of life in 
vulnerable communities. We work with local residents to provide them with safe drinking water 
and sanitary latrines while also promoting the benefits of improved hygiene behaviour.

Water, Sanitation,  
and Hygiene (WASH)

WASH in Remote D.R. Congo
Before 2011, you really didn’t want to get sick if you lived 
in dakwa. home to more than 15,000 people, most of 
whom are displaced, dakwa is situated in an isolated 
part of northeastern d.R. Congo that had no protected 
water sources before we started working there this 
year. “Waterborne diseases like diarrhoea were very 
common,” said Chantal Gopita, nurse-in-charge at the 
dakwa health centre.

dakwa’s health centre was seeing more than 1,300 patients 
a month but there were only a handful of broken-down 

latrines for patients to use. “They were so rundown it was 
dangerous for the patients to use them,” said Chantal. 
“At night most patients defecated openly in the bushes 
surrounding the clinic.”

The clinic’s handpump had been broken for years, 
forcing patients and staff to walk almost a kilometre to 
get water. Imagine the immense task for staff of hauling 
enough water just to keep the clinic clean! “We could 
only clean the clinic once a week and even then, not the 
wards,” said Chantal. 

In 2011, Medair used a community-based approach to 
improve sanitary conditions in dakwa. Together with 
residents, we rehabilitated water sources, built latrines and 
waste pits, and conducted hygiene outreach. “The number 
of diarrhoea cases at the clinic reduced by almost half by 
the end of the year, thanks to Medair’s hygiene promotion 
activities within the communities,” said Chantal.

At the health centre, we rehabilitated the well and built 
14 latrines, five bathrooms, and facilities for waste 
management. “Conditions have significantly improved,” 
said Chantal. “There has been a reduction in infectious 
diseases that patients used to get from their stay at  
the clinic.” 

Sectors of Expertise

Key WASH Activities

•  Water Supply: new systems or rehabilitation of existing boreholes, 
hand-dug wells, spring protection, rainwater harvesting, gravity-
fed systems, community and household water treatment systems, 
emergency water trucking

•  Sanitation: Community Approaches to Total Sanitation programmes, 
construction of institutional and household latrines, installation 
of hand-washing and bathing facilities, solid waste collection 
campaigns, and safe waste disposal

•  Hygiene Promotion: Protection and safe storage of drinking water, 
hygienic latrine use, safe stool disposal for infants, good hand-
washing practice

•  Training and Capacity Building: Village hygiene promoters, water-user 
committees, and pump mechanics

 Photo:  A woman gathers water at the new water point in dakwa, d.R. Congo.
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Medair’s shelter and infrastructure teams provide safe shelter to people in crisis. We also 
work alongside communities to construct or repair key infrastructure that will help them 
rebuild and recover from crisis and reduce the risks they face from future disasters. 

Restoring Hope in Afghanistan
In the summer of 2010, remote communities in 
Afghanistan’s Bamyan province were hit by massive flash 
floods. “At its worst, the flood was taller than the trees,” 
said Sayed Rahin, 30, in the hard-hit village of Kadalac. 
“The power of the water was incredible.”

When the floodwaters subsided, shocked families found 
their crops washed away and their agricultural fields 
buried under thick layers of mud and stone. With much 
of their harvest lost, people would have to take on debt 
they could not afford to repay and face a daunting winter 
of food scarcity. “Losing their land and harvest caused 
many people to lose their hope for life,” said Sieger 
Burger, Medair Project Manager. 

In response, Medair ran an innovative programme that 
enabled 6,300 people to earn enough money to feed 
their families during the food gap. We worked with 
communities to determine the recovery projects they 
needed most, and then we paid men and women to do 
the work: clearing mud and stones from flood-damaged 
land, repairing roads, and constructing small dams to 
mitigate the risk of future disasters. 

“This was the first time I have been paid to work,” said 
Zahra, a young mother who wove gabion cages that are 
used to help reduce erosion. “It is a little strange for women 
in Afghanistan to work but it was good to show men that we 
can work too. All of us benefit from this project.” 

In Kadalac village, we met a motivated community who 
embraced our suggestions on how to restore their land 
and watershed. With our support, they built 25 dams that 
will dramatically reduce the speed and volume with which 
water can flow toward their village. 

“I think if we had the same rain again as in 2010, we would 
now be safe,” said Taki, a 35-year-old participant from 
Kadalac. "honestly, this project has been really useful for 
us and is a great benefit. We are tremendously grateful.”

Shelter and Infrastructure

Sectors of Expertise

 Photo:  Men in Kadalac village build dams to reduce the risk of flooding in 
their village and earn money to help feed their families.

Key Activities

•  Conducting baseline surveys, shelter and infrastructure assessments, 
cash-for-work projects 

•  Constructing or rehabilitating schools, health clinics, homes,  
roads, bridges

•  distributing and constructing emergency shelter, and providing 
appropriate training for communities 

•  delivering disaster risk reduction and mitigation programmes, 
including flood prevention and cyclone shelters 
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When Rhonda was a little girl in primary school, she 
remembers telling her mother that she wanted to become 
a nurse and travel to Africa to help the poor. After years of 
professional training and experience at home and abroad, 
Rhonda’s childhood calling has come true.

Rhonda began her career with Medair in 2005 as a health 
Manager and became responsible for managing clinics in 
West darfur. Since then, Rhonda has excelled in different 
positions in darfur and also in South Sudan. “Working with 
Medair impacts every aspect of your life,” she says. “It’s 
easy to have a theology about suffering when you are not 
faced with it on a daily basis.”

In 2008, she left Medair and went home to the netherlands 
for more than a year, but soon found herself longing to 
return, and rejoined the team as a Project Coordinator 
in 2009. “I realised my heart was still in darfur,” she says.

Rhonda believes that Medair does more than just provide 
compassionate care in Sudan. “I think Medair does a 
very good job in capacity building,” she says. “nationally 
recruited staff have improved in many areas and their skills 
and knowledge will stay in the country after we leave.” 

She also treasures the way that Medair’s example gives people 
a different perspective on Christians. A Sudanese staff in darfur 
told her: “In the Koran, there’s a place where it says it is good 
to be near Christians, but some Muslims are scared of being 
near Christians. But you have given us a picture of Christians 
from all over the world, and they are people who have been 
willing to come visit us in our houses and who are focused on 
our communities. You are people who care for people in need.”

Zimbabwean Jacob Magede remembers the first time he 
heard about Medair: “It was 2004 when Medair was doing 
supplementary feeding to the primary schools,” he says. At 
the time, Jacob was working for another nGO providing food 
relief in the country. 

Seven years later, with Medair active in Zimbabwe again, 
Jacob joined the team and became an immediate asset to 
the office. his strong background in logistics served him 
well as he took responsibility for financial tasks including 
handling the field cash, updating the expense sheets, and 
office management. “Jacob is humble, patient, and seriously 
dedicated to his job,” says Medair’s Karina noordam. “he’s 
also a great teacher and was a great resource for me as I 
learned more about Zimbabwe’s culture and geography.”

Jacob enjoys the experience of working with Medair’s 
international team. “We do braai (barbeque), play darts as 
a team, and share refreshments to ease the pressure after a 
busy work day.” 

With Medair, Jacob has been able to expand his expertise 
from logistics to also include financial skills. “Personally it 
has strengthened me,” he says. “I am now strong, capable, 
and more reliable. Professionally I am now equipped to get 
posts that are higher than my post grade, and also to be 
considered for international duties.” 

Rhonda Eikelboom 
Project Coordinator

Sudan

Jacob Magede
Field Cashier/ 

Office Assistant
Zimbabwe

To read more stories about our dedicated staff, check 
out the helping hands link in our online annual report at 

www.medair.org/annual_report_2011

In 2011, our field teams were made up of 921 nationally recruited staff and 110 internationally 
recruited staff. Our committed relief workers represented 41 different nationalities, weaving 
together a rich tapestry of cultures, faiths, and professional skills into our close-knit teams.

Helping Hands
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“no other foreigners 
have ever been to this 
village,” said Sayneb 
Mohamed, her arms 
around her three-year-old 
son Jimcale. “We are too 
far away.” Indeed, few 
villages could be more 
remote than Gumburu 
Xangeyo, reachable only 
by driving for five hours 
on a treacherous  
dirt track. 

In September, Medair began delivering health and nutrition 
along with water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASh) to 
vulnerable communities scattered throughout the Sool 
and Sanaag regions. “Bringing aid directly to Somaliland’s 
remote villages means pastoralists aren’t forced to leave 
behind everything they have and move to displacement 
camps,” said Medair’s Ed nash.

Once a prosperous herder in Gumburu Xangeyo, Sayneb 
lost all of her livestock in the drought. her son became so 
malnourished that he could hardly move. “he was close 
to death,” said Sayneb. “Many children died here before 
Medair arrived.”

Medair began making regular treks to Gumburu Xangeyo 
and 11 other villages in Sool and Sanaag to deliver a 
therapeutic feeding programme for malnourished children. 
“This project has saved the lives of our children,” said 
Sayneb. “Before, they were weak and unable to digest 
what little food the adults had to eat. The special food that 
Medair brings is good for the children.”

In the village of huluul, two-year-old Ahmed Mire lingered 
on the brink of death. We admitted him, along with more 
than 500 severely malnourished children this year, into 
the Medair-supported stabilisation centre in Burao. 
“Specially trained nurses and medical staff watched 
over Ahmed night and day, treating his illnesses and 
medical complications, and feeding him therapeutic milk 
and food,” said Medair’s dr. Adele Cowper. “despite 
the severity of his condition, Ahmed began to recover, 
regaining his appetite and putting on weight.”

Integrated Relief 
In 2011, Medair continued to provide integrated health, 
nutrition, and WASh for people living in Burao’s 
displacement camps and host settlements. We supported 
22 sites in and around Burao, and we began providing relief 
in rural areas in the south of Togdheer region. 

Across Somaliland, we vaccinated nearly 10,000 children 
and treated almost 8,000 children for malnutrition. Our 
hygiene promotion teams made a major impact, reaching 
more than 40,000 people and distributing 19,000 bars 
of soap. “I’ve seen a big change,” said Farah Jama Awl, a 
Medair-trained volunteer who teaches hygiene and hand-
washing. “Before, maybe 30 percent took the message, but 
now I think it’s 100 percent.”

Our teams also delivered health promotion 
demonstrations to more than 30,000 people, teaching 
women especially about breastfeeding, immunisation, 
general health care, and the importance of receiving 
skilled care in a maternal and child health (MCh) clinic 
when they are in labour. “Women are becoming more 
willing to deliver here,” said Maryam, a midwife at Kosaar 
MCh. “The attitude is changing.”
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With more than a million lives at risk in Somaliland, Medair launched a major new emergency 
response to the drought crisis that helped families stay in their remote communities rather  
than move to camps. 

Somalia/Somaliland
Consecutive droughts have led to a deadly humanitarian crisis in Somaliland. Pastoralist 
families have lost their herds and exhausted their traditional coping mechanisms, forcing 
them to leave their villages and placing a serious burden on host communities. Somalilanders 
are facing high rates of malnutrition, low rates of immunisation, and very minimal health 
infrastructure to provide relief. 

Life in a Dry Land
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A Precious Resource
Water was a major part of our integrated response to 
the drought crisis. In 2011, our WASh team provided 
water to more than 3,000 people in two camps through 
pipelines from Burao’s water supply. In the “15 May” 
camp, residents danced in celebration at the opening 
ceremony. “To have this water kiosk means happiness  
to us,” said Khadija Maoi. 

In remote communities, livestock herders traditionally rely 
on storing rainfall in communal cisterns called berkads. 
however, with many berkads cracked and unable to store 
water, our WASh teams rehabilitated six berkads along with 
16 shallow wells in 2011, securing reliable sources of water 
for families and their livestock. 

“When the rains came, and the water came into our berkad, 
we were very happy and excited,” said Mohamed Mohamed 
in Kaladhac village. “We felt like someone who has lost his 
precious possessions and then gets them back, or as if we 
were poor and suddenly became rich.”

  For more information about Somalia/Somaliland and  
Medair’s work there, please visit www.medair.org/somalia

Programme Highlights
Total beneficiaries in 2011 166,017

Medair personnel 7 internationally recruited staff 
49 nationally recruited staff
nRS figures include regionally recruited staff

Health and Nutrition–Emergency Relief
•  7,726 children treated for malnutrition

•  9,959 children vaccinated

•  19,521 people treated at 6 Medair-supported MChs

•  1,346 births with a skilled birth attendant, either at an MCh  
or with a Medair-supported midwife, nurse, health worker,  
or maternal volunteer

Rehabilitation
•   30,676 people attended at least one health promotion event provided 

by trained health promoters in Burao

WASH–Emergency Relief
•  19,000 bars of soap distributed

•  1,412,000 litres of water trucked to 30 villages

Rehabilitation
•   400 latrines built

•  6 berkads and 16 shallow wells rehabilitated

•  2 camps connected to Burao water supply

•  41,102 people attended hygiene promotion events

•  2,300 ceramic water filters distributed

Shelter and Infrastructure–Rehabilitation
•  4 MCh clinics rehabilitated

  For more information about Somalia/Somaliland and  
Medair’s work there, please visit www.medair.org/somalia

Photos,  left: Sayneb Mohamed with her son, Jimcale, 3, who is recovering 
well from malnutrition because of Medair's emergency response in 
Gumburu Xangeyo.  
 below: Residents in Jama Qabar draw water from their newly 
rehabilitated berkad. 
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Linante huddled in the tiny roofless building that had once 
been her kitchen. Rain leaked through the plastic tarp 
stretched overhead and fell onto her and her 10 children, 
some of whom sobbed in the darkness. her partner Idenier 
emptied water from the rapidly flooding space with a bucket. 

Outside lay the ruins of Linante’s home, destroyed in the 
earthquake 16 months ago. So many months later, and still 
they were living in an overcrowded and inadequate shelter, 
without the resources to rebuild their house. Linante felt 
her hopes for the future slipping away. 

Reaching Linante
Linante and her family live in haiti’s isolated, mountainous 
Côtes-de-Fer region. In 2011, Medair travelled to the 
scattered villages of this remote region to provide much-
needed relief. We met many residents like Linante who were 
still living in chicken huts, makeshift shacks, and tents. 
“Since the earthquake, Medair is the first nGO that came to 
talk to us about our housing needs,” Linante told us.

Côtes-de-Fer communities also have very limited access 
to water—people sometimes need to walk for up to two 

hours to a distant stream—and many people practice open 
defecation, multiplying the risk of cholera. 

Our team consulted with community leaders to identify the 
most vulnerable families and then we began building them 
permanent homes with latrines and rainwater harvesting 
systems. In 2011, we built 100 permanent homes in 
Côtes-de-Fer. In addition, our teams facilitated successful 
“triggering” meetings to help more than 2,000 people 
realise that excrement often ends up in the water they 
drink and the food they eat. This motivated people to build 
their own latrines.

Linante and her family were among the first recipients of 
a permanent home from Medair. her family contributed 
materials such as sand, stone, and water to the 
construction site. “I was very tired when I was collecting the 
sand, but I did not get discouraged because I needed the 
house,” said Idenier. “When someone gives you something 
that you did not have, you are happy about it.” 

The new house has already transformed the life of 
Linante’s family and given them renewed hope. “My 
children are healthier here, so I feel more comfortable, 
and they are happy here as well,” said Linante. “I feel 
safer in this house.”

Transformation in Jacmel
In and around Jacmel, Medair continued to provide 
transitional shelters to thousands of displaced people. 
nadia, 23, lived in a camp where she feared theft and 
assault. “At night, I was scared to go to sleep,” she said. 

In the camp’s crowded, unhygienic conditions, nadia 
contracted cholera in december 2010. Thankfully,  
she received treatment and survived, unlike some of  
her friends. 
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Haiti
As haiti slowly recovers from its massive 2010 earthquake, providing shelter for the displaced 
remains a major priority. As we work alongside haitians—who struggled with high levels of poverty 
and unemployment even before the disaster—we have identified other urgent needs they face, 
including access to safe drinking water and sanitation.

Rebuilding Haiti
In 2011, Medair continued to provide safe places for families to sleep, helping to restore hope 
and nurture a new beginning for thousands of vulnerable Haitians.
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“I was happy when they told me I was going to get a 
house,” said nadia. “Because I have a house, my life is 
different. I am more comfortable because I am at home.” 

In 2011, we provided vulnerable families with 1,333 transitional 
shelters which can later be upgraded into permanent homes, 
and which are built with design features to help them 
withstand the impact of hurricanes and earthquakes.

“The area looks so different compared to those months 
following the earthquake,” said Florance Paul, a haitian 
who works for Medair. “You see the Medair houses 
everywhere you look!”

Hand in Hand in Haiti
Medair incorporated community participation and capacity 
building into all of our projects and we provided cash-for-
work opportunities to more than 1,700 haitians. 

We placed a high priority on training and employing 
women in our cash-for-work teams—with almost one-third 
of our workforce comprised of women on carpentry and 
construction teams. “Medair is an nGO who thinks about and 
takes action for the women,” said worker Binnadette Ouan. 
“I am proud to be part of the teams who are rebuilding haiti.”

  For more information about Haiti and Medair’s work there, 
please visit www.medair.org/haiti

Programme Highlights
Total beneficiaries in 2011 13,956

Medair personnel 13 internationally recruited staff  
135 nationally recruited staff

WASH–Emergency Relief
•  236 families received aquatabs for water treatment in response to  

a sudden increase in cholera cases
Rehabilitation
• 44 latrines built; 60 latrines under construction
•  60 Community Approaches to Total Sanitation (CATS) meetings with 

more than 2,000 residents, resulting in 30 latrines completed by the 
end of 2011

• 18 haitians participated in WASh cash-for-work programme

Shelter and Infrastructure–Emergency Relief
•   1,333 transitional shelters built
•   1,139 haitians participated in a transitional shelter  

cash-for-work programme
Rehabilitation
• 151 permanent homes constructed
• 550 haitians participated in a shelter cash-for-work programme 
• 783 haitians received shelter-related training 

Photos,  left: Binnadette Ouan is confident her experience as a Medair 
carpenter in Jacmel and La Montagne will help her get more jobs  
in the future.  
above: Linante stands with three of her 10 children inside her new house. 
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When Medair flew an assessment team to Ango town in late 
2010, we found that conflict-affected people there faced 
life-threatening needs, including a lack of health care, safe 
drinking water, or food. 

“What struck us the most when we first arrived in Ango 
was that clinics had been completely abandoned and most 
lacked even basic material for health care provision,” said 
Medair’s dona ngadjole.

Aid trucks were unable to access Ango due to the poor 
quality of the region’s roads and bridges. In response, 
Medair set up a base in Ango town in January and launched 
three projects: rehabilitating bridges to open up road 
access; improving water, sanitation, and hygiene; and 
providing free health care. 
 
In 2011, we restocked Ango clinics with medicines and 
provided free health care to more than 37,000 people at six 
health centres. “The medicine is free at the clinic, which is 

why we come as we could not afford to pay,” said 29-year-
old Jean-Pierre Abakazige. “Before they started treating us, 
we would use traditional medicine. Sometimes we would 
get better but many people, especially children, died.” 

In addition, we provided training and supervision to more 
than 200 health staff. “The impact of Medair’s work has 
been significant,” said dona. “There has been a reduction 
in mortality rates.”

Building Bridges
Prior to our arrival, safe drinking water and sanitary 
latrines were practically non-existent in Ango. In 2011, we 
constructed and rehabilitated eight water points, 28 public 
latrines and 273 household latrines, and reached more 
than 7,000 people with hygiene promotion. “The number of 
diarrhoea cases at the clinic was reduced by almost half by 
the end of the year, thanks to Medair’s hygiene promotion 
activities,” said Chantal Gopita, nurse-in-charge at dakwa 
health centre.

Meanwhile, Medair rehabilitated 15 bridges between 
Isiro and Ango that now allow heavy trucks to reach 
Ango with humanitarian aid. With engineers overseeing 
the work, we hired approximately 1,800 local labourers, 
providing families and communities with much-needed 
cash. “You cannot begin to imagine the impact these 
bridges will have on our lives,” said 26-year-old day 
labourer Bernard Poly. 

Treating the Wounds of Body and Soul
While our new projects in Ango reaped immediate benefits 
for families in the region, we also continued to provide free 
health care for more than 200,000 people in other areas 
of Orientale Province, where hundreds of thousands are 
displaced by violence.
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Prior to 2011, vulnerable families who lived in isolated Ango territory received almost no 
humanitarian assistance because they were too difficult to reach.

D.R. Congo
In d.R. Congo’s Orientale Province, violent militia attacks have displaced 425,000 people 
from their homes and villages. These people now live precariously in host communities, 
makeshift camps, or in the jungle. d.R. Congo is the third largest country in Africa but poor road 
infrastructure leads to debilitating isolation for many communities.

Unreachable No More
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In October, we completed a malaria intervention at 
200 health centres in haut-uélé that provided free 
treatment and mosquito nets, and promoted strategies 
on malaria prevention. “This project has significantly 
reduced the number of cases of malaria compared to the 
consultations we had before,” said dr. Jean-Pierre Atibu at 
Isiro General hospital.

Sexual violence continues to be appallingly pervasive in 
parts of d.R. Congo. Along with devastating psychological 
trauma, survivors experience high rates of sexually 
transmitted infections, HIV transmission, unwanted 
pregnancy, and fistulas. 

In May, we initiated a new project that provides free medical 
and psychosocial treatment for survivors of sexual violence 
and their families. We trained a network of 387 volunteers—
including 40 community health workers—to counsel 
survivors and help them begin to heal from their wounds. 
“Before Medair’s intervention, most women returned home 
as traumatised as they were when they came to the clinic,” 
said nurse attendant Mbizole Anita Thaddee.

In 2011, we also established a new health post in Linakofo 
camp because travelling the road to the nearest health 
clinic had become too dangerous, especially at night. “The 
health post has made a very big difference,” said Linakofo’s 
Modeste Agimirungu. “We could not leave the camp to go 
to the dungu May clinic at night, but we go here easily. 
Two nights ago, a woman went into labour at night and she 
delivered right there at the health post!” 

  For more information about D.R. Congo and Medair’s work 
there, please visit www.medair.org/congo

Programme Highlights
Total beneficiaries in 2011 574,260

Medair personnel 18 internationally recruited staff  
101 nationally recruited staff

Health and Nutrition–Emergency Relief
•  246,157 IdPs and returnees received free health care
Rehabilitation
•  263 health structures supported
•  688 health workers trained
•  13,957 safer deliveries of babies in Medair-supported clinics
•  17,434 pre-school children vaccinated
•  533 survivors of sexual violence received counselling and support
•  37,248 pregnant women and children received mosquito nets
•  236,869 people treated for malaria

WASH–Rehabilitation
•  7 hand-dug wells rehabilitated or constructed; 1 spring protected;  

1 rainwater harvesting system completed in a health centre
•  28 public latrines and 16 public showers, 2 incinerators,  

6 waste pits, and 6 placenta pits built in health centres,  
benefiting 8,130 people each month

•  273 household latrines with SanPlat built in communities
•  8 water committees formed and trained on proper hygiene
•  33 hygiene promoters trained and monitored;  

7,182 people reached through hygiene promotion

Shelter and Infrastructure–Rehabilitation
•  15 bridges rehabilitated or built between Isiro and Ango, opening up 

humanitarian access to 51,220 vulnerable people
•  1,800 day labourers employed to work on the bridges 
•  1,200 people participated in workshops on HIV/AIDS, gender, and first aid

Photos,  left: Medair conducts a vaccination campaign in the village of Boga.  
below: People gather on the Bomokandi bridge, one of 15 bridges 
on the Isiro-dingila route that Medair rehabilitated to open 
humanitarian access to the remote area.
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On 14 February 2011, Cyclone Bingiza slammed into 
Madagascar, carving a swathe of destruction in the 
northeast and leading to massive flooding in the south. 

Our emergency response team quickly set out from the city 
of Maroantsetra on motorbikes to assess the damage in 
the northeast. “The road was very, very bad,” said Tatian 
hubert, Medair Social Mobiliser. “We had to carry the 
motorbikes to avoid tree trunks or go into the sea at low 
tide to avoid broken bridges.”

Another team flew to the southeast where floodwaters 
had contaminated wells in many communities. Our team 
distributed 8,000 WASh (water, sanitation, and hygiene) 
kits to families, giving them chlorine to make the water safe 
to drink, along with soap, buckets, and cups. When the 
flooding subsided, we disinfected more than 600 wells in 
the region and repaired 10 water pumps. 

In the northeast, the blocked road led to increased prices 
for food and essential supplies. In response, we hired 
7,020 local residents to help repair the 61 kilometres of 

damaged road and we provided them with food in return. 
“This was a big help to the community because it was 
a crisis period, a time of hunger,” said Yang Chankee 
Mesmin, mayor of the town of Rantabe. 

In partnership with the World Food Programme, Medair 
distributed 180 tonnes of food to 7,020 families. “Medair 
really encouraged me, because I was very low just after  
the cyclone,” said Geneviève, a woman who worked on  
the road. 

Making a Lasting Difference
While Medair responds to cyclone-related emergencies like 
Bingiza, emergency responses are only part of what we do 
in Madagascar. For most of the year, our efforts are focused 
on partnering with communities and helping them become 
better prepared to face future cyclones. In 2011, Medair 
worked in seven communes in the Maroantsetra district, 
home to approximately 127,000 people who live in a low-
lying plain that is vulnerable to flooding.

We conducted disaster risk reduction (dRR) work in 
partnership with communities, built 35 new homes that 
are resistant to floods and cyclones, and strengthened 
180 roofs. We also trained more than 150 local builders in 
construction techniques that will lead to more weather-
resistant housing in the future. 

With strong community support, we built six new flood- 
and cyclone-resistant shelters that provide safe refuge to 
130 people each. “Before we had this shelter, people were 
injured and some were even killed in the cyclones and 
floods,” said Toto Elison, local leader in Ampofoana. “This 
shelter has reduced our fear of the cyclones. It has brought 
peace of mind.”
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In 2011, Medair worked alongside communities to help prepare them for future cyclones  
while providing swift relief to families when Bingiza struck.

Madagascar
Madagascar is one of the world’s most beautiful yet most vulnerable countries. 
Frequent cyclones and tropical storms batter the island, leaving a wake of widespread  
devastation that impedes the development of an impoverished population. 

Gifts That Bring Light
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Furthermore, we built 30 elevated water points to ensure 
access to safe drinking water even when there is flooding. 
“Before we got the pump, the children and sometimes the 
adults would suffer a lot from diarrhoea,” said 29-year-old 
Clara in Ambinanitelo village. “now it’s like we are drinking 
fresh running water for free!”

Another beneficial activity in 2011 was the installation of 
an early warning system in Maroantsetra district that can 
measure and send urgent flood notices quickly by radio to 
all vulnerable villages. 

Passing the Test
Cyclone Bingiza proved to be a powerful test of the impact 
that dRR can have on a community. “We had received much 
training and instruction from Medair,” said Jean Chretien, 
chief of Ankadibe. “When we heard the first warning on 
the radio, we implemented our cyclone plan. We took the 
livestock to a safe place, collected clean water, reinforced 
our homes, and moved to the refuge house.” 

When the storm had passed, they discovered that 
their safety measures had worked and that none of 
their livestock had died! “That was the first time we 
experienced that in our lifetime of living through 
cyclones,” said Jean. “We had the feeling of victory and 
a deep joy. We can say that Medair saved us. Your gifts 
have brought light into our minds and into our homes 
and villages.” 

  For more information about Madagascar and Medair’s work 
there, please visit www.medair.org/madagascar

Programme Highlights
Total beneficiaries in 2011 273,057

Medair personnel 6 internationally recruited staff 
64 nationally recruited staff

Health and Nutrition–Emergency Relief
•  180 tonnes of food distributed to 7,020 families 

WASH–Emergency Relief
•  8,000 WASh kits distributed
•  631 wells disinfected
•  61 hygiene promotion sessions; 122 radio hygiene promotion 

messages broadcast
Rehabilitation
•   54 water filters distributed to improve access to safe drinking water

•   30 elevated water points built;   10 water pumps rehabilitated

Shelter and Infrastructure–Rehabilitation
•  61 km of road rehabilitated 
•  6 cyclone shelters built; 35 houses resistant to cyclones and floods 

built; 180 roofs strengthened
•  14 flood risk reduction projects and 4 bridges built
•  163 local builders trained in cyclone and flood-resistant  

construction techniques
•  1 water-level monitoring system set up; 1 early warning system installed 
•  293 community promotion sessions on dRR-related topics 
•  54 puppet shows and 54 mobile cinema showings on the theme of dRR
•  25 radio programmes (65 broadcasts) to raise local awareness of dRR
•  7 committees and 54 villages trained in operating the early warning system

Photos,  left: Medair staff and beneficiaries visit a community’s first-ever 
cyclone shelter.  
below: Women and children gather for a distribution of WASh kits in 
the wake of Cyclone Bingiza. 
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Hand in Hand in Photos

Medair’s Patrick Galli (right) shakes hands with a resident of 
Afghanistan’s Eshtatuk village in front of a newly constructed water 
reservoir. Community members gathered materials and did most of 
the labour while Medair provided training, supervision, and supplies. 

Gina Saint Vil learns carpentry skills under the watchful eye of Medair carpenter  
Johnson Samedy in La Montagne, haiti. In 2011, Medair provided cash-for-work positions 
and training to hundreds of women like Gina to work on construction teams and play an 
important role in the rebuilding of their country. 

Medair’s Anne hageman shares a moment with a child in Madagascar. In 2011, we used outreach campaigns, radio programmes, puppet shows, and mobile 
cinema shows to raise community awareness of “disaster risk reduction” and promote good hygiene behaviour. 
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Medair’s Thomas Simon (left) works alongside Julien Kambale Akili to rehabilitate one of 15 bridges in serious disrepair in d.R. Congo’s Ango Territory.  
In total, we hired approximately 1,800 local labourers, providing families and communities with much-needed cash.
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Mohamed Roble sleeps as his grandmother holds his hands at 
the Medair-supported stabilisation centre in Burao, Somaliland. 

Mohamed is being treated for severe malnutrition and tuberculosis.

dr. Sarah Fry (left) supervises Lul, a new community health worker,  
as he consults with a patient at the Melut county primary health care 
centre in South Sudan. 



On the banks of the river nile, thousands of desperate 
families took shelter in Mina camp in Renk Town this 
year, staying in tents made from sticks, grass, or plastic 
sheeting. They were among the 350,000 returnees who 
flocked back to their homeland, many of whom had lived 
more than 20 years in the north. 

Families arrived to find a land desolate from decades of 
conflict. “I expected to find South Sudan growing, with 
many buildings, but it is not,” said Teresa Riak Moyik 
in nearby Abayok camp. “In the north, we had our own 
houses, we were comfortable. But here we will build.”

At Mina camp, stranded returnees waited for the chance to 
travel back to their home villages. huge piles of furniture lay 
in stacks throughout the camp, a lifetime of possessions that 
gave a glimpse of the life families had known in the north.
 
“The scale of the migration is hard to imagine,” reported 
Medair’s Stella Chetham from Aweil. “Everywhere we see 
enormous trucks groaning under the weight of furniture and 
passengers, and all over the place new shelters are being 
hastily constructed from sticks and grass.” 

Returnees arrived in border communities throughout the year. 
“Large numbers are arriving with nowhere to arrive to,” said 
Medair’s Jesse Pleger in Aweil. “They are left in limbo, camping 
out under trees or by water points, with huge numbers 
relying on scant water sources and medical services.”

ERTs in Action
Medair’s emergency response teams (ERTs) went to work, 
providing vital relief to help returnees on their long journey 
home. Water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASh) was urgently 
needed, so our team repaired boreholes, built emergency 
latrines, and trained health and hygiene promoters. 

In Mina camp, we provided returnees with WASh and with 
essential non-food items (nFIs). We also provided free 
health care to more than 17,000 patients, many of whom 
battled malaria, and we offered nutritional support to more 
than 2,000 children.

Indeed, our ERTs responded to most of the country’s major 
crises, with 35 interventions that provided widespread 
relief to returnees, as well as those affected by flooding, 
regional conflicts, and disease outbreaks. In Jiech, we 
responded to a deadly outbreak of kala-azar, providing 
comprehensive support throughout the year for local health 
staff and treating more than 2,600 patients. Our ERT also 
vaccinated more than 40,000 children in response to a 
measles outbreak in Rubkona county. 

Long-Lasting Relief
In 2011, we concluded our long-term health and WASh 
projects in Melut and Manyo counties in upper nile State. 
We left those communities after helping them develop the 
skills and systems they needed to provide their health 
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In this groundbreaking year for the people of South Sudan, Medair helped ease the transition with 
emergency responses and with training and support that strengthened the capacity of communities.

South Sudan
On 9 July, South Sudan officially became an independent country, bringing hope and  
optimism to millions who survived years of war and have prayed for a brighter future.  
however, the world’s newest nation is also one of its poorest, with very few basic  
services available. 

Standing on Their Own Two Feet
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and WASh services independently. “Since working with 
Medair, my knowledge has grown a lot,” said Margaret 
Paul Lagu, a Medair clinic nurse. “Medair has a very good 
system, sending people from the community for health 
worker training.”

“Medair, you have helped our community a great deal and 
we are thankful,” said Melut County Commissioner Francis 
nyok. “You have served our communities for a very long 
time since war days and often you were the only nGO on the 
ground. We understand that it’s time to take your help to 
other parts of this country that need it.”

As our projects in Melut and Manyo ended, we began 
working alongside local authorities to rehabilitate and 
support eight health facilities and to improve WASh 
access in Renk and Awerial, two of the most neglected 
and underserved counties in South Sudan. “People need 
treatment, especially the young children,” said Kur deng 
Kur, Payam Administrator in northern Renk county. “I see 
your people moving around, looking for people who are 
suffering, and we are very grateful for that.” 

  For more information about South Sudan and Medair’s work 
there, please visit www.medair.org/south-sudan

Programme Highlights
Total beneficiaries in 2011 232,114

Medair personnel 30 internationally recruited staff  
243 nationally recruited staff

Health and Nutrition–Emergency Relief
•   17,871 patients received outpatient medical consultations  

for common ailments
•   2,638 kala-azar patients treated; 1,983 kala-azar patients provided 

with support for acute malnutrition
•   40,418 children under 15 years vaccinated against measles
•   3,361 children and 240 pregnant and lactating women provided  

with blanket supplementary feeding
•   163 children treated for moderate acute malnutrition; 161 children 

treated for severe acute malnutrition

Rehabilitation
•   60,417 people treated at Melut and Manyo health centres 
•   12 Medair-supported health facilities stocked with three months’ 

supply of drugs before closure of Melut and Manyo programmes.

WASH–Emergency Relief
•  54 boreholes rehabilitated; 13 mini water-yards installed/repaired;  

1 surface water treatment facility installed
•  110 emergency latrines constructed
•  243 health and hygiene promoters trained

•  141 village water committee members and pump mechanics trained 

Rehabilitation
•  2 water treatment and distribution systems rehabilitated in Wadakona 

and Kaka, Manyo county
•  1 water distribution system rehabilitated in Melut town, Melut county 

Shelter and Infrastructure–Emergency Relief
•  43,516 beneficiaries received non-food items

Rehabilitation
•   2 rooms constructed for Wadakona Primary health Care Centre (PhCC); 

1 renovation of the Kaka PhCC 
•   1 expansion of TB ward at Melut PhCC; 1 County health department 

office constructed in Melut

Photos,  left: Medair offers free health care at the Medair clinic in Mina camp.  
above: Boys stand among their families’ possessions at the udhaba 
settlement in Aweil. 
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Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe suffers from poor access to safe drinking water in both its urban and rural communities. 
A deadly cholera outbreak in 2008 and 2009 killed more than 4,000 people and highlighted the 
desperate state of the country’s water supply. Cholera struck again in 2011 leading to more fatalities. 

In late 2010, we journeyed to Zimbabwe’s rural Gokwe 
north region. Crossing a bridge, we spotted 10 women in 
a dried-out riverbed below, gathering water from holes in 
the bed. They told us that high demand, long queues, and 
the very small quantities of water that seep up from the 
holes lead some of them to arrive at the riverbed at 3 a.m. 
Some even sleep there. 

“We saw barely a puddle of water in each of the sandy 
holes, with many flies buzzing around and bits of sand 
breaking off at the edges,” said Medair’s Sandra Alefsen. 

In rural Gokwe north, we saw people drinking from 
riverbeds, unprotected wells, or rainwater ponds that could 
easily be contaminated by faecal matter. The women told us 
that cholera had claimed many lives in their communities. 
Where protected water sources existed, many needed 
repairs, some were too salty, and others were dangerously 
high in fluoride.

“People are walking two to three miles sometimes to collect 
this ‘poison’ and having to return in the scorching heat, 
so things are pretty bad,” said dr. James Webster, Medair 
WASh Consultant. 

Rural WASH Activities
In 2011, Medair resolved to improve access to safe drinking 
water in Gokwe north. We supported the construction of 
45 rural water points and we repaired another 22 water 
points, providing safe water to almost 27,000 people. 

Communities demonstrated great commitment to the 
project. We provided the tools, equipment, supervision, 
technical support, and “on-the-job” training, while 
the villages supplied the manual labour, sand, stones, 
and fencing. This process fostered a strong sense 
of ownership within communities, and ensured that 

residents learned how to maintain their wells and dig 
them deeper if necessary.

“I am very happy with the help that Medair is giving to our 
community,” said dhanisa dude, a builder in Chakazamba 
village. “Their wells are very strong as compared to 
the ones that people do for themselves. I have gained 
knowledge from the work that is being done at our well. I 
hope that I will be able to pass this knowledge to my fellow 
builders so that we can improve our communities.”

In 2011, we also 
supported the 
construction of 
rainwater harvesting 
systems in 12 rural 
schools, providing 
on-site water access 
to 10,800 students. In 
addition, we trained 
180 health and 
hygiene promoters 
who formed WASh 
clubs in their own 
villages to promote 
proper hygiene. 

Medair’s WASh 
activities have 

already made a signficant impact for families in rural Gokwe 
north. “There is a notable reduction of diseases in the area 
since the water points were rehabilitated,” said nurse 
Madzikanda of Madzivazvido Rural health Centre. 

Urban WASH Activities
Gokwe town is an urban centre that is piped with a water 
distribution system, but until 2011, broken and insufficient 

In 2011, Medair improved safe water access for more than 56,000 people in Zimbabwe.

Drinking from Puddles
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Programme Highlights
Total beneficiaries in 2011 56,064

Medair personnel 4 internationally recruited staff  
11 nationally recruited staff

WASH–Rehabilitation
•   45 new rural water points constructed, providing safe water to more 

than 18,000 people
•  22 rural water points repaired, increasing quantity of safe water to 

more than 8,800 people
•  10,800 children gained access to at least 3 litres of water/day through 

installation of rainwater harvesting systems at 12 schools
•  180 trainers received training on public health and hygiene;  

180 WASh clubs formed in communities and held regular meetings  
on hygiene practices

•  276 people trained to serve on water point committees
•  3 new 200-metre boreholes constructed in Gokwe town;  

3 submersible pumps and equipment installed
•  4 existing 200-metre boreholes had new submersible  

equipment installed
•  3 30,000-litre water storage tanks installed
•   12 pumps, motors, couplings, and electrical panels installed;   

12 non-return valves fitted into booster pump stations and   
8 non-return valves fitted to supply lines for boreholes

•  14 flow meters fitted to inlet and outlet pipes
•  3 new electrical lines installed to supply electricity to boreholes

infrastructure meant that when people turned on their taps, 
too often nothing came out. 

Instead, urban residents gathered their water from the 
same kinds of contaminated sources that people in rural 
Gokwe did. Our team met two women, Silvia and Ellen, 
collecting water from an unprotected spring that was little 
more than a puddle in the street, a puddle that children 
play in, cars sometimes drive over, and animals drink from. 

In 2011, Medair worked closely with the Zimbabwe 
Water Authority to supply and install infrastructure and 
rehabilitate the town’s water distribution system. We 
constructed three deep boreholes, rehabilitated four 
existing ones, and installed pumps, motors, and other 
equipment. By the end of the project, the impact we made 
was far greater than expected in the preliminary proposal 
targets, and our team received positive feedback from the 
Prime Minister himself. 

“Medair is running a very worthwhile project in an area that 
is much in need,” said Medair’s Karina noordam. “We have 
already seen water point user committees take initiative 
and approach pump minders to repair and deepen wells by 
themselves without consulting Medair. This is exactly the 
kind of independent action we hoped to see flourish here.”

  For more information about Zimbabwe and Medair’s work 
there, please visit www.medair.org/zimbabwe

Photos,  left: Florence Gwada has no choice but to gather her water from this 
unprotected source at the bottom of a sandy riverbed in rural Gokwe north.  
above: Medair provided on-site water access at 12 schools in rural Gokwe north 
so that children would no longer have to carry their daily water to school.
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“We suffered before Medair came,” said haj Ali, chief in 
Tawange, West darfur. “We did not have access to health 
services and we also could not get clean water. It was 
terrible. But now we look like humans again.”

In October, Medair’s health promotion team met in Tawange 
for a day of celebration of the work they had done during 
the year: our trained health promotion volunteers (HPVs) 
conducted almost 23,000 home visits and more than 7,000 
public teaching events in 2011.

In Tawange, the HPVs used drama and music to 
communicate about safe motherhood, breastfeeding, 
diarrhoea, vaccinations, and the use of mosquito nets. The 
audience often erupted with laughter during the engaging 
presentations. “I have never seen such a wonderful event 
as this,” said Eliasa, a clinic assistant. “The message 
is very realistic and addresses the main problem in this 
community. It is great Medair points this out and teaches us 
about it in such a great way.”

As the longest serving international nGO in West darfur, 
Medair worked closely with the Ministry of health (Moh) 
to provide free, quality health care services in West darfur. 
We supported 26 health clinics, vaccinated more than 
27,000 children, and conducted 18 emergency responses to 
suspected disease outbreaks. “I feel safe because Medair 
provides us with medicine and clean water,” said Asha 
Bacheed. “Medair planted hope in my heart to continue life.” 

Medair’s water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASh) team 
drilled 30 boreholes in isolated villages, a remarkable 
achievement given the access constraints in West darfur. We 
also supported the construction of more than 2,000 latrines 
in the region and reached more than 170,000 people with 
hygiene promotion. “We are not sick as often anymore,” said 
Chadia neda in West darfur. “We now have clean water in the 
house and we can go to the clinic if we have a problem. And 
we also know more now about how to prevent diseases.” 
 
Stronger Communities
In all our projects, we focused on strengthening the 
capacity of local communities to deliver health and WASh 
services independently. In 2011, we continued to provide 
training and supervision for midwives. “This year, Medair 
concentrated on teaching the midwives resuscitation 
because this is the main reason for babies dying at birth,” 
said dr. Asma dafallah. One midwife saved a baby’s life just 
two days after the training! “In the past it was much more 
dangerous to deliver babies and many women died,” said 
halima Chamaredeem. 

In 2011, we also provided training to water user committees, 
pump mechanics, village health committees, and numerous 
Sudanese staff. “After just one year of working with Medair, 
I can say it has been the best experience of my life,” said 
Ebitsam Mohamed, WASh Community Worker. “I’ve learned 
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Medair’s focus on capacity building made a lasting impact in 2011, improving basic services and 
strengthening communities. 

Sudan
In 2011, ongoing insecurity in darfur and new incidents of conflict in South Kordofan threatened 
the health and well-being of the most vulnerable in those regions.

Hope in My Heart
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to use computers, I’ve improved my English, and I’ve been 
outside of Sudan for the first time in my life.” 

New Decisions 
In August, after 10 years of building capacity in the darfur 
region, Medair made the decision to close the West darfur 
programme in 2012. “Medair was the first organisation to 
come to West darfur,” said Abdu Salam of the State Moh. 
“They improved health care massively but also invested in 
building the community, teaching people healthy behaviors, 
and taking on responsibility for their own health and health 
system. Medair leaves many good things behind.” 

In South Kordofan, Medair provided health and WASh 
services in 2011, however the region became very difficult 
for Medair staff to access from June onwards due to the 
conflict which erupted just before the secession of South 
Sudan. This contributed to the decision to close the entire 
Sudan programme in 2012. 

Medair spent the latter part of the year handing over relevant 
activities to line ministries, communities, and international 
and national nGOs. “Medair showed they really care 
about the people,” concluded Abdu Salam. “They involve 
communities and treat people with respect. They not only 
improved health care in West darfur, they brought us hope.”

  For more information about Sudan, please visit  
www.medair.org/sudan

Programme Highlights
Total beneficiaries in 2011 361,086
Medair personnel 18 internationally recruited staff 

197 nationally recruited staff
Health and Nutrition–Emergency Relief
•  27,383 children vaccinated; 11,107 women vaccinated;  

27 vaccination campaigns
•  19 emergency responses to suspected disease outbreaks  

(18 in West darfur, 1 in South Kordofan); 521 emergency referrals
Rehabilitation
•  26 clinics supported in West darfur; 326,386 primary health  

care consultations 
•  5,305 women gave birth in Medair-supported clinics in West darfur
•  8,523 safe delivery packs distributed; 9,577 bed nets distributed
•  81 midwives trained; 43 health staff trained; 27 nutrition staff trained; 

38 Ministry of health staff trained 
•  288 Village Health Committee members trained
•  657 health promotion volunteers trained; 22,891 home visits  

and 7,238 public teachings done
WASH–Rehabilitation
•  154,184 people supported with access to safe drinking water in West darfur
•  30 boreholes drilled in West darfur; 7 new or rehabilitated water yards 

in South Kordofan
•  1 workshop held with main stakeholders regarding water yards in 

South Kordofan
•  8 schools provided with water storage systems; 170,000 bars of soap 

distributed at 11 schools
•  1,067 hygiene promoters trained; 135 Water user Committee members 

trained; 86 pump mechanics trained 
•  3,089 latrines built or rehabilitated in West darfur and South Kordofan, 

including CATS (Community Approaches to Total Sanitation) latrines
Shelter and Infrastructure–Rehabilitation
•  26 health clinics rehabilitated 
•  1 reproductive health room built in South Kordofan

Photos,  left: Clean water makes a clear difference!  
below: A midwife receives supplies after completing a Medair 
refresher training session. 
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“This is the first time anyone has come to help us,” said 
Kabir, a 29-year-old farmer in Bamyan province, greeting us 
with a warm handshake. 

Kabir was hard at work building a Medair-supported 
reservoir near his house. “All the water we have comes from 
the spring,” he said. “Sometimes when I drink the unsafe 
water I get diarrhoea. My little son has been sick many 
times from the water.”

In 2011, Medair ran water, sanitation, and hygiene 
(WASh) projects in 136 isolated villages in Bamyan and 
Badakhshan provinces. We were able to make a difference 
in so many villages because of the enthusiastic work of 
community members who gathered materials and carried 
out most of the labour while Medair staff provided training, 
supervision, and supplies. 
 
“Everyone is very motivated to contribute to this 
programme,” Kabir told us. “I helped dig out the place 

where this 
reservoir is being 
built, and helped 
provide stones  
and sand.”

Over the course 
of the year, we 
witnessed the 
ways that safe 
drinking water 
can transform a 
village. “You have 
put the joy back 
in our eyes,” said 
85-year-old Sufi 
Tayeb. “Things 

have changed so much here. This village is hundreds of 
years old and now, for the first time, we have clean water. 
now no one gets sick because of the water.”

Better Hygiene, Better Health
In 2011, Medair health and hygiene training benefited more 
than 20,000 villagers. “no one has ever taught me about 
good health and hygiene before,” said Freba, a mother of 
three. “All of our children used to get sick often but since 
we have started practising what the hygiene promoter 
taught, we don't get sick as often.”

When a Medair survey team travelled through southern 
Bamyan, they visited villages that had benefited from 
Medair WASh projects and those that had not. They were 
amazed at the difference. “In areas where Medair has not 
run its WASh programme, the villages were dirtier, the 
people looked sicker, and the children had eye infections 
and skin disease,” reported Medair’s Alan Service. “In 
these communities we found higher rates of malnutrition 
as well.”

Nutrition in Badakhshan
In 2011, we continued to provide nutritional support to 
malnourished women and children in Raghistan, and we 
expanded the programme into two new districts as well. 
In April, 18-month-old Fardin, malnourished and suffering 
from a high fever, was carried to the new Yawan clinic by 
his father, danial. “We have a lot of confidence in Medair 
because we had heard last year about the work they were 
doing in other districts,” said danial. “We know they are 
offering good care for the people.”

In less than a month, Fardin’s health had dramatically 
improved. “unbelievable! he has made a lot of 
improvement,” said danial with a grateful smile. “My 
child was about to die, as we live in a remote area without 
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In 2011, Medair’s projects brought hope to some of the most isolated communities on earth. 

Afghanistan
In remote Afghan villages, many families live in severe poverty. In recent years, Afghanistan has 
had the world's highest infant mortality rate and the second highest mortality rate for children 
under five. More than one in four of these deaths are caused by diarrhoea, an indication of the 
country’s poor sanitation and unsafe water. In 2011, drought pushed many impoverished families 
beyond their capacity to cope. 

Joy in Our Eyes
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anyone to help us. But now Medair has helped us and we 
are so proud to have them here.”

Over the course of the year, Medair treated 599 children 
under five for severe acute malnutrition, and 
provided 1,510 moderately malnourished children and 
3,085 pregnant and breastfeeding women with nutrient-
rich food. We also recruited and trained more than 
500 volunteers to teach families about better nutrition. 

Responding to Disasters
In 2011, Medair partnered with two other nGOs to set up 
assessment, response, and disaster preparedness teams 
for five of Afghanistan’s most disaster-prone provinces. 
during the year, we monitored the nutritional status and the 
impact of drought in villages and provided emergency relief 
after landslides left 189 people homeless. 

We also ran a food assistance programme for flood-
affected communities in Bamyan to enable more than 
700 households to earn money for food while also helping 
restore damaged cropland, build roads, and mitigate the risk 
of future disasters. “We have witnessed the restoration and 
reconstruction of our lands,” said Fatemah, a young woman 
speaking at a special ceremony of appreciation. “We will 
never forget the kind help of Medair.”

  For more information about Afghanistan and Medair’s work 
there, please visit www.medair.org/afghanistan

Photos,  left: danial holds his son, Fardin, who is eating Plumpy’nut, a life-
saving food supplement Medair provides to malnourished children.  
 above: Community members participate in a hygiene-promotion 
meeting in the village of Talaqul in Bamyan province. 

Programme Highlights
Total beneficiaries in 2011 40,410

Medair personnel 14 internationally recruited staff  
121 nationally recruited staff 

Health and Nutrition–Emergency Relief
•   2,109 malnourished children treated 
•   3,085 malnourished women treated
Rehabilitation
•   545 volunteer nutrition promoters recruited and trained
•   9,721 women received nutrition training 
•   88 local health workers trained

WASH–Rehabilitation
•   30 wells dug and 122 water points constructed
•   435 latrines and 216 bathrooms built
•   96 hygiene promoters trained 
•   152 water committees established
•   29 water mechanics trained

Shelter and Infrastructure–Emergency Relief
•   189 families received tents and other non-food items (nFI)
•   740 men and women participated in cash-for-work activities 
Rehabilitation
•   195,670 square metres of agricultural land restored 
•   37 springs restored; 32 streams cleared; 39 irrigation ponds restored
•   17 kilometres of road repaired
•   600 disaster risk reduction (dRR) structures built;  

645 people received dRR training
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Words from Our Partners

“Medair’s work in Somaliland responds 
to a severe humanitarian crisis that 
desperately needs immediate attention. 
In Somaliland, Medair has taken a 
courageous decision to go to very  
remote places where there are no 
cameras or other nGOs, yet where the 
people are in great need of help. It brings 
hope amidst misery and shows the 
people of Somaliland what compassion 
really means.” 

Edwin Visser, Director of Partners & Programmes,  
Woord en daad (nL)  

“The value of humanitarian work is the 
hope you create. It is an area where you not 
only save lives but you risk your own lives 
as well. You make us proud to be part of the 
wider humanitarian sector.”

John Ging, director of the Coordination and Response 
division of the u.n. Office for the Coordination of 
humanitarian Affairs (OChA), speaking to Medair staff 
on a visit to Ango, d.R. Congo, 12 October 2011. 

Photos,  above: Edwin Visser (right) visited Medair’s emergency response  
in Gumburu Xangeyo village, Sool, Somaliland in October 2011.  
he is shown here with one of the village leaders.  
below: John Ging (left) visits with Medair staff at their base in Ango, 
d.R. Congo.

A note of thanks to everyone who made  
a donation to Medair this year:

We simply could not fund our 
emergency responses without 
donations from individual donors like 
you. Your donations this year enabled 
us to respond quickly and flexibly to 
people who were in extreme need. 
 
With sincere thanks,

 
Jim Ingram, Medair CEO 
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Multi-Donor Partnerships
Basic Services Fund 
Common humanitarian Fund 
Multi-donor Trust Fund (incl. World Bank)
The Global Fund 

United Nations and Intergovernmental Partners
EC directorate-General for humanitarian Aid and  
Civil Protection
united nations development Programme
united nations Children’s Fund
World Food Programme

Government Partners
united States Agency for International development
department for International development (uK)
Swiss Agency for development and Cooperation 
Swedish International development Cooperation Agency

Institutional Partners
Swiss Solidarity 
Mennonite Central Committee, with Canadian Foodgrains Bank
EO Metterdaad (nL)
Woord en daad (nL)
help a Child (nL) 

Private Sector Partners
Demaurex & Cie SA – Marchés Aligro (CH)
Pierre demaurex Foundation (Ch)
Oak Foundation (Ch)
david Weekley Family Foundation (uS)
Mission to the World (uS)
Procter & Gamble (UK/US) 
Coliver Foundation (Ch)
Maclellan Foundation (uS)
Reed Foundation (uK)
national Christian Foundation (uS)
Jeriko Foundation (Ch)
PAX Foundation (Ch)
Gereformeerde Kerk vrijgemaakt Leiden (nL)
Fondation du Protestantisme (FR)

Gift-in-Kind Partners
united nations Children’s Fund
World Food Programme
World health Organization
World Vision International
united nations Population Fund

Funding Partners 2011

Photo:  A child poses on a new bench built in honour of the partnership 
among Medair, uSAId, and the people of Jacmel, haiti.

Listed within each category in descending 
order of donation size (≥ uSd 19,000).
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Accreditations and Affiliations

Solidarité Urgence Développement  

ISO 9001:2008 certification, Worldwide
The ISO 9001:2008 quality certification denotes that 
Medair consistently provides effective relief and 
rehabilitation services for the well-being  
of its beneficiaries. 

ZEWO, Switzerland
ZEWO certification, only available to state-approved, 
Swiss nonprofit organisations, testifies to the 
integrity of Medair’s publications, fund appeals, and 
the intended and effective use of private donations. 
ZEWO standards call for optimal accounting and 
operational transparency, confirmed by continuous 
independent monitoring.

RfB, The Netherlands
The RfB certification gives donors a high degree 
of certainty that resources received by Medair 
netherlands are used for the purpose for which  
they were given. 

Algemeen Nut Beogende Instelling, The Netherlands
The dutch government has granted the AnBI-status 
to Medair netherlands. 

Philias, Switzerland
In 2011, Medair was included in the humagora 
platform of Philias, a leading network in Switzerland 
promoting Corporate Social Responsibility.

Memberships

ASAH, France 
ASAh is a collective of faith-based organisations 
dealing in international solidarity in fields  
such as humanitarian aid, international cooperation 
and development, fair-trade, and societal  
re-integration. 

CONCORD
Medair’s Eu-CORd membership gives it membership 
into COnCORd, the European confederation for relief 
and development. 

Coordination SUD, France
Medair France is a member of this coordinating body 
of French nGOs, whose aim is to promote their values 
to private and public institutions, both in France  
and abroad.

EU-CORD
Medair is a member of the Eu-CORd, a network 
of relief and development organisations with 
headquarters in Europe, formed in 1998 with the goal 
of serving the poor more effectively and improving 
the conditions of disadvantaged people in the world. 

HAP-I
Medair is a full member of hAP International, whose 
purpose is to achieve and promote the highest 
principles of accountability, through self-regulation 
by members linked by common respect for the rights 
and dignity of beneficiaries.

ImpACT Coalition, U.K.
Medair u.K. is a member of the ImpACT Coalition, 
which seeks to improve accountability and 
transparency and increase public understanding of 
how charities work. 

LINGOs
LInGOs is a consortium of over 65 international 
nGOs that share learning resources and experiences 
including the latest learning technologies and 
courses from partner organisations.

People in Aid
Medair is a member of the Code of Good Practice in 
the management and support of aid personnel in 
areas of health and safety, diversity, and equality. 

The Fundraising Standards Board, U.K.
The FRSB is the independent self-regulatory body for 
fundraising in the u.K. Members agree to adhere to 
the highest standards of good fundraising practice, so 
donors can give with confidence. 

VOICE
Through the membership to Eu-CORd, Medair is a 
member of VOICE, a network of NGOs throughout 
Europe that are active in the field of humanitarian 
aid, including emergency aid, rehabilitation, disaster 
preparedness, and conflict prevention. 

European Interagency Security Forum (EISF) 
The European Interagency Security Forum (EISF) is a 
group of security focal points of European international 
humanitarian agencies concerned with the security 
and safety of humanitarian relief organisations. 

Medair is an active participating agency in the  
Inter-Agency Standing Committee’s (IASC) Global 
Shelter Cluster. The IASC is the primary mechanism 
for coordination of humanitarian assistance involving 
key u.n. and non-u.n. humanitarian partners.

Principles

Sphere
The Sphere Project, launched by humanitarian nGOs 
and the Red Cross and Red Crescent movement, 
comprises a handbook, a process of collaboration, 
and a commitment to quality and accountability. 

International Committee of the Red Cross
Medair is a signatory to the “Code of Conduct for the 
International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement 
and nGOs in disaster Relief.”
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Medair
Ecublens, Switzerland

Audited Consolidated Financial Statements  

2011

Medair operates with u.S. dollars as its functional currency

The following pages are presented in u.S. dollars (uSd)
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Report on Financial Performance 
Mission Statement
The mission of Medair is to respond to human suffering 
in emergency and disaster situations by implementing 
multi-sectoral relief and rehabilitation projects, in a 
compassionate and serving attitude inspired by its 
Christian ethos.

Medair Strategy
Our present strategy is to bring life-saving emergency 
relief and rehabilitation in disasters, conflict areas, and 
other crises by working alongside the most vulnerable 
and difficult-to-reach people. Our strength is in providing 
health and nutrition services, improved access to 
safe water, sanitation, hygiene, and in shelter and 
infrastructure construction.

Treasurer’s Report
during 2011, Medair was able to provide relief and 
rehabilitation services in eight country programmes, thanks 
to the generous financial support of our many donors, both 
institutional and individual.

Our humanitarian expenditure in 2011 was uSd 38.4 million 
compared to uSd 34.9 million in 2010.

Our private donations increased significantly during 
this year from uSd 8 million to uSd 8.7 million. We are 
very thankful for this significant increase to our private 

funding. Financial support from generous individuals who 
understand and share our values is essential to fulfilling 
our mission.

Our overhead continues to compare very favourably in the 
nGO community, as 87.01% of Medair’s incoming funds are 
used in field programmes to serve our beneficiaries.

Our cash position continued to improve year on year. This 
increase continues to reflect the improved processing of all 
financial transactions and reports for our field programmes 
as well as the financial controls that we have successfully 
implemented. however, our reserves remain on the low 
side, such that we continue to experience cash-flow 
challenges that are derived from a time-lag between our 
expenditure on the mission and our grant funds received.

I want to express my personal thanks and sincere 
appreciation to each member of staff and every donor who 
made this year possible.

 Torsten de Santos
 Treasurer

Photo :  Community members participate in a WASh (water, sanitation, and 
hygiene) meeting in the village of Talaqul, Bamyan province, Afghanistan.



Board of Trustees
Christina Bregy, President
Chris Lukkien, Vice-President
david Leeper, Secretary
Torsten de Santos, Treasurer
Arno IJmker
Eleanor dougoud
Klaas van Mill
Martin Baumann
nigel harris
Petronetta (nelleke) Bosshardt
Sunday Agang

Executive Leadership Team
Jim Ingram, CEO
James Jackson
Mark Screeton
Peter holloway

The Board of Trustees is elected from the membership of the Medair Association. There must be a minimum of five Board 
members, who serve for three-year terms. To ensure leadership continuity, no more than one-third of the Board can be 
replaced during a year.

The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is appointed by and responsible to the Board for the management and operation of the 
organisation. The Executive Leadership Team assists him in this responsibility. 

Board of Trustee and Executive Leadership Team members on 31 december 2011 are presented below.

Leadership of Medair

Photo :  Women and children gather water at a Medair-provided water point 
in 15 May camp in Somaliland.
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Photo :  Amos Maganga, Medair health Manager, tests a patient for malaria at our mobile health clinic in Mina returnee camp, South Sudan.

Financial Statistics
Programme Income and Expense 2011 (uSd)

 

Afghanistan d.R. Congo haiti Madagascar Somalia/
Somaliland South Sudan Sudan Zimbabwe

Income  3,629,089  6,533,426  5,731,629  1,516,304  4,606,274  8,693,100  8,745,886  1,985,394 

Expense  3,283,893  5,881,091  5,417,165  1,441,888  3,540,968  8,335,393  8,874,888  1,844,146 
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Operating Expense 2011
 

 

Operating Income 2011

Programme Expense by Sector 2011

Foundations and nGOs 9.29%

Private donations 17.99%

Gifts-in-Kind 4.24%

Governments, E.u., u.n. 67.21%

Other Income 1.27%

nutrition 2.57%

Other 0.83%

Water, Sanitation, and 
hygiene 29.37%

Agriculture and Food Security 2.69%

Shelter and Infrastructure 
22.11%

health Services 38.52%

disaster Risk 
Reduction 3.91%

humanitarian Expense  
(direct) 78.67%

humanitarian Expense 
(indirect) 8.34%

Fundraising 5.71%
Administration 7.28%
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Balance Sheet
as of 31 December 2011

    
 2011 2010 

  note uSd uSd

ASSETS

CuRREnT ASSETS
Cash and bank accounts 5.1   8,394,766     7,809,674  
donor receivables 5.2   18,790,845     20,471,748  
General receivables 5.2   190,344     91,072  
Inventory    58,816      49,734  
Prepaid expense    337,897     231,810   
      27,772,669      28,654,038  

LOnG-TERM ASSETS
 Financial assets    303,281     243,237 
 Fixed assets 5.3   1,187,476     1,302,374  
      1,490,757     1,545,611 

  TOTAL ASSETS    29,263,426     30,199,648 

LIABILITIES And Fund BALAnCES

CuRREnT LIABILITIES
 deferred revenue 5.4   16,645,300     19,445,919 
 Accounts payable 5.5   867,770     778,222 
 Accrued liabilities    318,243     355,783 
 Provisions 5.6   256,938     180,279 
 Severance benefits 5.7   326,421     162,800 
      18,414,672     20,923,002 

RESTRICTEd FundS      
 Restricted income funds    663,547     660,308 
 Restricted programme funds    2,596,043     1,713,950  
      3,259,590     2,374,258 

unRESTRICTEd FundS 
 unrestricted capital    975,112     962,827 
 Allocated capital    6,614,058     5,939,564 
      7,589,170     6,902,391 

 TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES     29,263,426     30,199,648 

All figures shown are in uSd
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Income Statement 2011

    
 2011 2010

 note unrestricted Restricted Total Total

InCOME 7.1     
Public funding     34,771,548   34,771,548    31,621,703 
Private funding    5,653,022   3,022,390   8,675,412    7,977,116 
Gifts-in-kind 7.2  12,926  1,936,164   1,949,090    1,997,565 
Other income 7.3   231,697   351,546   583,243    483,995 
       
 OPERATING INCOME    5,897,645   40,081,648   45,979,293    42,080,378 
       
       
       
EXPEnSE      
humanitarian expense 8.1   -38,620,453    -38,620,453    -34,899,316 
Administrative expense 8.2   -5,763,306    -5,763,306    -4,945,727 
       
 OPERATING EXPENSE 8.5    -44,383,759     -44,383,759    -39,845,042 
       
       
RESuLT FROM OPERATIOnS      -38,486,114   40,081,648   1,595,534    2,235,336 

       
Financial income    8,017  19,926  27,943    46,072 
Financial expense    -45,039   -15,961   -61,000    -49,100 
Realised gain/(loss) on exchange 8.6   1,029,142   -658,746   370,396    -709,083 
unrealised gain/(loss) on exchange    -1,708  -347,951  -349,660    95,406 
     990,412   -1,002,733   -12,321    -616,705 
       
nET RESuLT      -37,495,702   39,078,915   1,583,214     1,618,630 

FUND MOVEMENTS DURING THE YEAR       
Restricted funds income     41,820,992   41,820,992    39,190,800 
Restricted funds expense    -40,930,515    -40,930,515    -37,869,105 
unrestricted funds income    6,895,374    6,895,374    5,700,834 
unrestricted funds expense    -6,202,637    -6,202,637    -5,403,896 
     -40,237,779   41,820,992   1,583,214    1,618,630 
       
ALLOCATIOn OF nET RESuLT 
RESTRICTEd FundS     885,332   885,332    1,326,012 
unRESTRICTEd FundS    697,882    697,882    292,618 
     697,882   885,332   1,583,214    1,618,630 
       
RESuLT AFTER ALLOCATIOn     -40,935,661   40,935,661  0  0

All figures shown are in uSd
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Cash Flow Statement 2011

    
 2011 2010

CASh FLOW FROM OPERATIOnS     
 net result    1,583,214    1,618,630 
     
 net depreciation   655,269    653,642 
 (Increase)/decrease in donor receivables 5.2   1,680,903    -8,978,511 
 (Increase)/decrease in general receivables 5.2   -99,273    -6,030 
 (Increase)/decrease in inventory   -9,082    -8,494 
 (Increase)/decrease in prepaid expense   -106,087    175,399 
 Increase/(decrease) in deferred revenue 5.4   -2,800,619    11,634,001 
 Increase/(decrease) in accounts payable 5.5   89,549    238,724 
 Increase/(decrease) in accrued liabilities     -37,540    181,408 
 Increase/(decrease) in provisions 5.6  76,659    -13,385 
 Increase/(decrease) in severance benefits 5.7   163,621    -26,047
 unrealised gain/(loss) on exchange   -11,106    -19,710 
    1,185,508    5,449,628 
     
     
CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES     
 (Investments)/disposals in financial assets   -60,067    -118,741 
 (Investments) in fixed assets 5.3  -613,317    -672,188 
 disposals in fixed assets 5.3    72,890    15,664
 unrealised gain/(loss) on exchange    74    344
    -600,419    -774,922 
     
     
CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES     
 Increase/(decrease ) in short-term loan        -1,926,782 
 Increase/(decrease ) in long-term loan 5.7      -202,435 
         -2,129,217 

 TOTAL MOVEMENT IN CASH     585,093    2,545,488 
     
     
ChAnGE In CASh BALAnCES 5.1   
 Opening balance   7,809,674    5,264,188 
 Closing balance   8,394,766    7,809,674 
     585,093    2,545,486 

note
All figures shown are in uSd
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 2011

  Opening unrestricted Restricted Programme Financial Fund Closing
 note balance income income expense gain/(loss) transfers balance

RESTRICTEd FundS          
          
Restricted income funds          
 SdC Africa fund    0      1,773,658      -248,040    -1,525,618    0
 Emergency response fund    491,014      461       -1,413        490,062 
 Forgotten victims fund    932                 932 
 Medical fund    3            -381    381    3 
 Oak fund    0      204,730        -204,730    0 
 Medair Germany fund    0      37,660      -6,472    -31,188   0 
 PG fund    0      50,000    -50,000          0
 Water fund    2,535      1,096       -864    -151    2,616 
 Staff care capital fund    160,191            5,241       165,432 
 Staff care and development fund    0                  0 
 Capacity management fund   0                  0
 Staff support and development fund    0      28,198       -1,710    -26,488   0 
 Private activity fund    5,631           -3       5,629 
 Cumulative currency translation                 -1,127 
     660,308       2,095,803    -50,000   -253,643    -1,787,794    663,547 
          
Restricted programme funds          
 Afghanistan    48,146      2,989,843    -3,376,613    -182,814    639,246    117,808 
 Angola    7,562      370       3,051       10,983 
 d.R. Congo    33,147      5,253,884    -6,135,012    -240,370    1,279,543    191,191 
 haiti    1,105,960      5,751,556    -5,662,875    59,855    -19,927    1,234,568 
 Indonesia    64,426            1,783       66,209 
 Iran    5,536                 5,536 
 Iraq    379                379 
 Madagascar    16,608      893,908    -1,509,533    20,082    622,396    43,461 
 Pakistan    31,455                   31,455 
 Somalia    242,596      4,629,742    -3,546,082    -271,033    -23,468     1,031,755 
 Sudan    4,444      9,048,565    -9,184,397    235,612    -302,679    -198,455 
 South Sudan    138,377      7,633,189    -8,502,831    -289,491    1,059,910    39,154 
 uganda    47      -75,492    -924    -70,634    147,003    -1 
 Zimbabwe    15,201      1,852,965    -1,959,513    -15,129    132,429    25,953 
 Cumulative currency translation                 -4,019 
     1,713,950       37,978,529    -39,877,782    -749,090    3,534,453    2,596,043 
          
 TOTAL RESTRICTEd FundS    2,374,258       40,074,333    -39,927,782    -1,002,733    1,746,659    3,259,590 
          
          
unRESTRICTEd FundS          
          
unrestricted capital          
 undesignated funds    962,827    5,574,121    7,314    29    -165,008    -5,402,342    976,941 
 Cumulative currency translation    0               -1,829 
 undesignated funds    962,827    5,574,121    7,314    29    -165,008    -5,402,342    975,112 
          
Allocated capital          
 Administrative fund    1,119,727    261,083       -4,229,697   a)   1,120,227    3,065,438    1,336,778 
 Capital equipment fund    939,614    12,926       -203,946    23,025    343,382    1,115,000 
 Operations fund    3,773,656           10,837    296,380    4,080,873 
 Training fund    106,568          -22,365    1,332       85,535 
 Launch fund    0    49,516          -49,516   0 
 Cumulative currency translation                 -4,129 
     5,939,564    323,526       -4,456,008    1,155,421    3,655,683    6,614,058 
          
 TOTAL unRESTRICTEd FundS    6,902,391    5,897,647    7,314    -4,455,978    990,413    -1,746,659    7,589,170 
          
TOTAL ChAnGES In CAPITAL And FundS   9,276,649    5,897,647    40,081,647    -44,383,761    -12,320    0    10,848,759
 

Statement of Changes in Capital and Funds 2011

All figures shown are in uSd

a) This is a net number after the field contribution in support of administrative costs
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Notes to consolidated financial statements for 2011
1. Presentation

Medair is a private, non-profit and non-governmental 
organisation that brings life-saving emergency relief 
and rehabilitation in disasters, conflict areas, and 
other crises by working alongside the most vulnerable. 
Medair was founded in 1988 and is established as 
an association under article 60 et seq. of the Swiss 
Civil Code. Medair is independent of any political, 
economic, social, or religious authority. The Medair 
headquarters are located in Ecublens, Switzerland.

2. Significant accounting policies

2.1. Basis for preparing the consolidated financial 
statements
The consolidated financial statements have been 
prepared in accordance with the Swiss generally 
accepted accounting principles (Swiss GAAP RPC).

The financial statements present a true and fair view 
of Medair's activities and financial situation. These 
principles require management to make informed 
judgments, best estimates and assumptions that 
may affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, 
revenue, and expenses. Actual results may differ from 
these estimates. 

These financial statements have been prepared using 
the historical cost principles. The accrual method of 
accounting has been used for all grant revenue and 
expenses incurred in Switzerland and the affiliate 
offices. The cash basis of accounting is in use at 
field locations for all local revenue and programme 
expenses. All amounts are expressed in u.S. dollars.

Medair uses the fund accounting method in which 
all revenues and expenses are assigned to a specific 
fund. Revenues are recorded as restricted or 
unrestricted, depending on donor designation. All 
expenses are considered unrestricted. The net result 
of current year activities is allocated to fund balances 
at the close of the fiscal year.

Revenues and expenses from the Swiss accounts, 
including field-office transactions, are presented in 
u.S. dollars. Current year revenues and expenses 
per fund from the affiliate offices and the foundation 
are converted at average annual exchange rates from 
local currency. The difference between a calculated 
fund balance (opening balance plus revenues minus 
expenses) and a converted fund balance at closing 

exchange rate is taken to the cumulative currency 
translation line within the appropriate fund section. 

2.2. Valuation principles
Cash is stated at its nominal value and any foreign 
balances are converted at the year’s prevailing year-end 
exchange rates. Receivables are stated at their nominal 
value, less any value corrections. Fixed assets are 
stated at their historical cost value, less accumulated 
depreciation. debts are stated at their nominal value.

2.3. Scope of the consolidated financial statements
These financial statements present the consolidated 
activities of Medair affiliate offices worldwide. The 
international headquarters of Medair are located in 
Ecublens, Switzerland.

Medair
Chemin du Croset 9
1024 Ecublens
Switzerland

Five affiliate offices and one Swiss foundation are 
consolidated into these financial statements. Each 
affiliate office is an independent entity with a distinct 
Board of Trustees, but agrees to support the work of 
Medair worldwide. Medair Invest in Aid is an independent 
Swiss foundation that promotes long-term financial 
development and endowment income for Medair.

Medair e.V. Deutschland 
Im Technologiepark
Martin-Schmeisser-Weg 15
44227 dortmund
Germany

Medair united States
P.O. Box 4476
Wheaton, IL 60189-4476
united States of America

Medair France
5, avenue Abel
26120 Chabeuil
France

Medair united Kingdom
unit 3, Taylors Yard
67 Alderbrook Road
London SW12 8Ad
united Kingdom

Stichting Medair nederland
Amsterdamseweg 16
3812 RS Amersfoort
The netherlands

Medair Invest In Aid
Chemin du Croset 9
1024 Ecublens
Switzerland

 In addition, these financial statements incorporate the 
income and expenses for all humanitarian programmes 
at field locations. While some of these programmes 
may be in countries where there is a legally registered 
Medair office, operational control (including the power 
to govern the operating and financial policies of the 
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programmes) is maintained through the international 
headquarters in Switzerland.

2.4. Treatment of inter-company transactions
All inter-company transactions have been eliminated 
from these financial statements. Inter-company 
transactions consist of donor grants, restricted 
and unrestricted donations, accounts receivable, 
and accounts payable. humanitarian grants from 
governmental donors have been signed by Medair 
u.K. and then transferred to Medair (Switzerland) for 
implementation. These grants have been removed from 
the revenue and accounts payable figures of Medair u.K.

2.5. Foreign currency and foreign currency translation
Medair (Switzerland) maintains its accounts in u.S. 
dollars. European affiliate offices record their accounts 
in local currency. In addition, Medair u.K. maintains 
a financial ledger in euros to account for donor grant 
activity from the European Commission. All affiliate office 
accounts have been converted into u.S. dollars at the 
average annual rates for the income statement and at the 
closing rates for the presentation of the balance sheet.

2011 2010
Closing exchange rate ChF / uSd 1.06428 1.06910

Average exchange rate ChF / uSd 1.12790 0.96170

Closing exchange rate EuR / uSd 1.29500 1.33420

Average exchange rate EuR / uSd 1.39121 1.32760

Closing exchange rate GBP / uSd 1.54560 1.55040

Average exchange rate GBP / uSd 1.60385 1.54620

Transactions that occur in local currencies on the field 
are converted into our base currency using the temporal 
method, as if they had occurred in u.S. dollars.

2.6. Treatment of exchange gains and losses
Medair uses the current rate method of reporting 
currency translations. Currency translations that 
arise from bringing affiliate office or the foundation 
accounts in local currency into u.S. dollar base 
currency are taken to the balance sheet as either 
restricted or unrestricted capital. This fund is the 
cumulative currency translation adjustment.

unrealised gains and losses, including the revaluation 
of balance sheet items, are reported on the income 
statement in accordance with RPC 2.

All realised exchange gains and losses from operating 
activities are reported on the income statement. 
Exchange differences on inter-company transactions 
have been recorded to the income statement as 
realised gains and losses to either restricted or 

unrestricted income, depending on the source at the 
affiliate office.

2.7. Fixed assets
Fixed assets are Medair capital assets in use at the 
international headquarters in Switzerland or in the 
performance of its humanitarian activities. All capital 
assets at field locations are considered restricted. 
These assets are included in the balance sheet and 
recorded at cost of acquisition.

2.8. depreciation
depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis over 
the expected useful lives of the capital asset category. 
depreciation charges begin in the month after purchase.

Office equipment 3 years
Computer equipment 3 years
Software 3 years
Communication equipment 3 years
Energy equipment 3 years
Vehicles 3 years
Leasehold improvements (hQ) 5 years
Furniture and fixtures (hQ) 5 years

The value of capital assets is assessed at closing. 
If there is an indication of impairment where the 
remaining value of the capital asset is less than its 
stated book value, an impairment loss is recognised 
immediately in the income statement. 

2.9. Other current assets
Inventory consists of material and supplies located in 
Switzerland and used in field programmes. Stock is 
recorded to inventory when purchased and is valued at 
purchase cost. The FIFO method is applied to expended 
items. Inventory items are used exclusively for field 
programmes and are not for commercial resale.

Prepaid expenses consist of rent payments in advance 
on the field, flight payments in advance on the field, 
occupational pension premiums, insurance premiums 
against data loss, theft, accidents, and salary in case 
of illness.

2.10. Financial assets
These assets consist of blocked deposit accounts 
and capital deposits in the Medair Staff Assistance 
Foundation (MSAF). There is no reported revenue from 
this foundation.

2.11. Short-term debt
Short-term debt is the amount of borrowed cash from 
the cash-flow loan facility not repaid to the lender. As 
of year-end, the amount was fully paid off.
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2.12. Accrued liabilities
This item consists of obligations for statutory, 
consolidated, and donor audits, plus any trailing 
field grant expenses for which invoices had not been 
received by year-end.

2.13. Pension plan obligations
Medair’s employees in Switzerland are insured 
against the economic consequences of old age, 
invalidity, and death, according to the provision of the 
Federal Law on Occupational Benefit Plans concerning 
Old-age, Survivors and Invalidity (LPP), by AXA 
Winterthur - Columna Foundation LPP. According to 
the defined contribution plan covered by the collective 
foundation, the employees and the employer pay 
determined contributions. With this plan, net returns 
on plan assets do not influence contributions and the 
final provision is not guaranteed. Risks are supported 
by the collective foundation.

2.14. Revenue recognition
Contract revenue is presented as constructively earned 
according to the percent of completion method (POCM). 
The portion of a contract constructively earned is 
determined by calculating actual contract expense to 
the total contract budget for each donor contract. It is 
recognised as revenue in respect of the year when the 
financial expenses are incurred, in order to comply with 
the principle of correspondence between expenditure 
and income. unearned contract revenue or deferred 
contract revenue is presented on the balance sheet 
as a payable to the donor on the closing date of the 
financial statements, inasmuch as there are contractual 
provisions that specify the possibility of returning this 
asset to the donor. There are no material cost overruns 
on contract budgets at year-end.

Private donations are recorded as revenue when 
received and split into restricted or unrestricted funds, 
according to donor designations. Pledges are not 
treated as revenue.

2.15. Gifts-in-kind (GIK)
Gifts-in-kind are an integral part of Medair’s 
humanitarian programme. As of 2008, no distinction 
is made between GIK that are provided through donor 
contracts or non-contractual donations for distribution to 
beneficiaries of our projects. Medair is fully responsible 
for the receipt, storage, transportation, accounting, and 
distribution of these materials. Gifts-in-kind received are 
recorded as income and expense in our accounts. The 
contributions are valued on the basis of the donation 
certificate or the contract with the donor.

2.16. Programme expenditures
Expenditures on goods and materials related to 
programmes are recorded when the costs are 
incurred. As a result, the inventories stated  
on the balance sheet do not include goods and 
materials acquired for the projects but still not used  
at year-end.

2.17. Restricted funds 
Restricted funds consist of restricted income funds and 
restricted programme funds. They are used according 
to the designation of the donor. In the unlikely event 
that the Board of Trustees needs to redirect the funds 
or change the purpose of a restricted fund, the prior 
approval of affected donors will be sought.

Restricted income funds
Restricted income funds are solicited from 
private donors for a specific cause. They are 
used to augment programme funds in certain 
humanitarian operations. They may also be used for 
organisational capacity building, such as training 
courses, relevant materials, staff workshops, etc. 
Allocation of these funds to specific programmes is 
at the discretion of the Executive Leadership Team.

SdC Africa fund Restricted to programme activity 
in Africa. This fund receives an 
annual block grant from the Swiss 
government, which is reallocated to 
country-restricted programme funds.

Emergency response This fund facilitates immediate 
intervention in the event of a new or 
developing humanitarian emergency.

Forgotten victims Restricted to programmes that work 
with vulnerable or displaced persons. 

Medical fund Restricted to programmes with 
medical or health promotion activities.

Oak fund Restricted to capacity improvements 
at the headquarters.

Medair Germany fund Restricted to field programmes.

Procter & Gamble fund Restricted for the purchase of specific 
water purification sachets.

Water fund Restricted to programmes related 
directly to water and sanitation 
activities.

Staff care capital fund The interest earned from this fund 
will be allocated to the staff care and 
development fund. This is a Medair 
Invest In Aid fund.

Staff care development 
fund

This fund facilitates individual Medair 
staff care for special needs and 
training. This is a Medair Invest In Aid 
fund.

Capacity management 
fund

This fund facilitates the running of the 
Medair Invest In Aid foundation.

Anniversary fund Restricted to expenses for the 
20th anniversary of Medair in 2009.

Private activity Funds raised by expatriate staff 
members for special projects.
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Restricted programme funds
Programme funds are the current liabilities for 
unfinished humanitarian programmes at year-end. 
They consist of unspent local grants and private 
donations given in support of a specific humanitarian 
operation. A restricted programme fund is maintained 
for each country in which Medair operates.

2.18. unrestricted funds
These funds are the general reserves of Medair. They 
consist of unrestricted capital and allocated funds that 
facilitate operational management. use of these funds 
is at the discretion of the Executive Leadership Team.

Unrestricted capital
undesignated funds Private donations that are not 

designated to a specific programme or 
cause by the donor.

Cumulative currency The accumulated effect of unrealised 
currency translations.

Allocated capital
Administrative fund used for the general administrative 

costs of the organisation.

Capital equipment fund used for the purchase of  
Medair-owned assets. 

Operations fund used to support the cash-flow 
requirements of field programmes.

Training fund used for the professional development 
of Medair personnel.

2.19. Related parties
Medair Staff Assistance Foundation (MSAF) is an 
independent Swiss foundation that assists expatriate 
staff with medical expenses, health insurance, 
and repatriation on behalf of Medair. The financial 
accounts of this foundation are not included in these 
consolidated accounts, as the net impact on the 
financial statements is immaterial.

Copies of the 2011 Swiss statutory annual report and 
the 2011 consolidated annual report are available 
upon written request to the Medair offices at Chemin 
du Croset 9, 1024 Ecublens, Switzerland.

3. Tax exemption
Medair is exempt from Swiss income tax and capital 
tax according to a decision from the department of 
Finance, Canton of Vaud, dated 19 March 1992.

4. Management of financial risks
Risks are periodically analysed on an organisation-
wide basis by the Executive Leadership Team, which 
gives rise to a report that is submitted to the Board of 
Trustees’ audit and compliance committee. In terms 
of the financial risks, we draw your attention to the 
following items:

4.1. Foreign exchange risk
Medair is exposed to exchange rate fluctuations, 
insofar as a significant portion of its income and 
expenses are in foreign currency or non-u.S. dollars. 
Medair has no active foreign-exchange risk-hedging 
policy and tends to convert currencies as and when 
they are required. The reserves are kept mainly in u.S. 
dollars, euros, and Swiss francs.
 

4.2. Banking risk
Medair tends to avoid concentrating this risk by 
working in Switzerland with both Post Finance and 
another bank. In the field, Medair works with some 
25 international and local banks; the policy on the 
field is to limit the volume of bank deposits to the level 
strictly required for immediate operational needs.

4.3. Counterparty risk
The counterparty risk is limited, insofar as 
governments or governmental agencies issue most 
of the receivables for amounts owed by third parties. 
Other asset positions concern the related parties of 
the Medair group of organisations and are  
not significant.

4.4. Liquidity risk
Medair’s policy is to ensure a sufficient level of 
liquidity for its operations at all times; consequently, 
funds are kept in liquid form. In order to further 
mitigate this risk in the short term, Medair contracted 
a cash-flow loan facility in 2008. The available loan 
facility is currently ChF 3,000,000. The interest rate on 
this loan is 3% per annum. There is no maturity date 
on the loan. Medair also has a second cash-flow loan 
facility with a second creditor. The amount available 
on this second facility is ChF 1,000,000. The interest 
rate is 4.25%. 

5. Detail on balance sheet accounts
5.1. Cash and cash equivalents

Cash accounts consist primarily of currency 
accounts in field locations. Bank accounts include 
accounts at field locations, headquarters, and the 
affiliate offices.

USD 2011 2010
Field 3,105,494 3,113,106

hQ 4,508,227 3,870,918

Affiliates 781,045 825,650

TOTAL 8,394,766 7,809,674

5.2. Receivables
Receivables consist of donor grants, general 
receivables, and Medair debtors. donor receivables 
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are recorded when grant contracts are signed. It is 
reasonable to expect that Medair will conform to 
the stipulations of the grant contracts, after which 
collection is reasonably assured. Medair debtors 
consist of staff receivables and the Medair Staff 
Assistance Foundation (MSAF). 

Receivables (USD) 2011 2010
Governmental donors 12,687,426 15,016,791

NGO & institutional donors 4,985,014 3,139,374

united nations organisations 1,118,405 2,315,583

donor receivables 18,790,845 20,471,748

General debtors 185,931 85,900

Medair debtors 4,414 5,172

General receivables 190,344 91,072

Total 18,981,189 20,562,820

5.3 Fixed assets

2011

USD Asset Group Office IT Comms Power Other Pumps Facility Vehicles Total

Total Opening book value  8,874  459,722  49,104  13,949  22,496  2,695  124,492  621,042  1,302,374 

Assets

Closing balance 31.12.10  44,333  1,227,120  243,113  63,103  35,580  25,866  267,918  1,767,573 3,674,606 

Currency translation  -374  -1,413      -48  -1,836 

Opening balance 1.1.11  43,959  1,225,707  243,113  63,103  35,532  25,866  267,918  1,767,573  3,672,771 

Reclass

2011 Additions  1,750  150,677  42,543  38,327  380,019  613,317 

2011 disposals  -3,603  -23,841  -93,180  -225,390  -346,013 

Closing balance 31.12.11  42,106  1,352,541  192,477  101,429  35,533  25,866  267,918  1,922,202  3,940,072 

Acc Depreciation

Closing balance 31.12.10  -35,434  -767,148  -194,009  -49,154  -13,073  -23,170  -143,426  -1,146,531 -2,371,946 

Currency translation  350  1,163  37  1,550 

Opening balance 1.1.11  -35,085  -765,985  -194,009  -49,154  -13,036  -23,170  -143,426  -1,146,531 -2,370,397 

Reclass

2011 disposals  3,603  19,386  90,202  159,932  273,123 

2011 depreciation  -5,390  -207,735  -35,459  -16,320  -11,023  -1,377  -48,632  -329,374  -655,310 

Closing balance 31.12.11  -36,872  -954,333  -139,265  -65,474  -24,059  -24,548  -192,058  -1,315,974  -2,752,583 

Currency translation    -14  1  -13 

Total Closing book value  5,234  398,195  53,211  35,956  11,475  1,318  75,860  606,228  1,187,476 

2010

USD Asset Group Office IT Comms Power Other Pumps Facility Vehicles Total

Total Opening book value  55,720  569,753  30,040  32,081  30,391  8,562  150,261  422,970  1,299,779 

Assets

Closing balance 31.12.09 121,151 1,163,284 145,441 63,103 35,171  23,709  254,657  1,294,672 3,101,188

Currency translation 498 1,238 161 1,896

Opening balance 1.1.10  121,649  1,164,522  145,441  63,103  35,332  23,709  254,657  1,294,672  3,103,083 

Reclass  -73,830  -31,399  96,059   -6,000   15,170  

2010 Additions   137,174  25,482   6,248  2,156   501,127  672,188 

2010 disposals  -3,485  -43,177  -23,869  -1,909  -28,226  -100,666 

Closing balance 31.12.10  44,333  1,227,120  243,113  63,103  35,580  25,866  267,918  1,767,573 3,674,605 

Acc Depreciation

Closing balance 31.12.09  -65,635 -594,251 -115,401  -31,021 -4,841  -15,148  -104,396  -871,701 -1,802,392

Currency translation -294 -518 -100 -912

Opening balance 1.1.10  -65,929  -594,769  -115,401  -31,021  -4,941  -15,148  -104,396  -871,701  1,803,305 

Reclass

2010 disposals  52,409  19,953  -26,734   1,400   9,748  28,227  85,003 

2010 depreciation  -21,915  -192,333  -51,874  -18,132  -9,532  -8,023  -48,778  -303,056  -653,641 

Closing balance 31.12.10  -35,434  -767,148  -194,009  -49,154  -13,073  -23,170  -143,426  -1,146,531 -2,371,946 

Currency translation  -24  -250  -11  -286 

Total Closing book value  8,874  459,722  49,104  13,949  22,496  2,695  124,492  621,042  1,302,374 
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5.4. deferred revenue on donor contracts
The following table presents the deferral amount for 
each country programme. At year-end 2011, total donor 
receivables were uSd 18,790,845 with a deferred revenue 
amount of uSd 16,645,300. deferred revenue is presented 
on the balance sheet as a payable to the donor.

USD 2011 2010
Afghanistan -1,651,390 -729,808

Africa -1,773,658

Angola -144,059 -148,422

d.R. Congo -725,116 -2,818,319

haiti -2,131,705 -2,080,314

Madagascar -594,701

Somalia -3,964,873 -1,278,625

Sudan -3,419,686 -7,529,825

South Sudan -2,627,019 -3,275,304

uganda -4,846

Zimbabwe -207,793 -731,025

Oak Foundation -204,730

Proctor & Gamble -50,000

TOTAL -16,645,300 -19,445,919

5.5. Accounts payable
Accounts payable consist of vendor payables, 
statutory payables, and Medair staff payables. 
Payables of uSd 52,483 to the Medair Staff Assistance 
Foundation (MSAF) and uSd 11,451 to Medair staff are 
included in the total.

5.6. Provisions
In 2009, Medair booked a provisional expense of 
EuR 135,120 for the audit of our field programmes 
related to the years 2006, 2007, and 2008. Early 
2012, Medair received the final recovery letter from 
EChO claiming the total amount of EuR 198,408. The 
provision has been raised at the end of 2011 to match 
the final risk. The balance in u.S. dollars at year-end is 
shown in the table below for the years 2011 and 2010.

USD 2011 2010
Opening balance 180,279 193,664

Additions 76,659

utilisations

dissolutions 13,385

Closing balance 256,938 180,279

5.7. Severance benefits
These liabilities consist of end-of-contract benefits for 
nationally recruited staff in our field programmes. 

5.8. Pension plan obligations
The annual contributions to the pension plan are 
recorded to the income statement during the period 
to which they relate.

Expatriate field staff do not benefit from the 
pension plan, excepted Swiss expatriates. The 
latter are insured by AXA Winterthur - Columna 
Foundation LPP, as are hQ staff. In 2010, two Swiss 
expatriates were covered by the plan, whereas 13 
were concerned in 2011.

The employees of each European affiliate office 
benefit from the pension plan related to a state 
insurance company. Medair does not maintain an 
independent pension plan for the affiliate offices.

Economic benefit / 
economic obligation, 
and pension benefit 
expenses in CHF

Surplus / 
deficit

Economic part of 
the organisation

Change to prior year 
period or recognised 
in the current result of 
the period respectively

Contributions 
concerning the 
business period

Pension benefit 
expenses 
within personal 
expenses

31.12.11 31.12.11 31.12.10   2011 2010

Pension institutions 
without surplus/deficit 0 0 0 0 450,197 450,197 405,136

Photo :  A woman uses the new Medair-supplied hand pump at the Isiro general hospital.
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6. Detail of funds
6.1 Movement between funds

7. Detail of income
7.1. Revenue

Medair segments its operations geographically, by 
country. The following table presents comparative 
revenue figures by country.

USD Total Revenue
2011 2010

Afghanistan  3,629,089  3,944,622 

Angola  370  -555 

d.R. Congo  6,533,426  3,779,761 

haiti  5,731,629  7,951,538 

Indonesia   104,584 

Madagascar  1,516,304  1,535,535 

Somalia  4,606,274  3,230,656 

Sudan  8,745,886  8,653,440 

South Sudan  8,693,100  8,619,091 

uganda  71,511  661,517 

Zimbabwe  1,985,394  921,647 

Switzerland/Affiliates  4,466,311  2,678,543 

Total 45,979,293 42,080,378

2011 USD SOURCE FUND
Receiving 
fund

Admin. 
fund

MdE  
fund

Oak  
fund

Operations 
fund

SdC Africa 
fund Afghanistan haiti Somalia South 

Sudan Sudan
Staff sup  

&  
dev fund

undesig-
nated 
funds

Water  
fund

Launch 
fund TOTAL

Afghanistan 5.137 634.333 639.471

d.R. Congo 800.000 479.543 1.279.543

haiti 11.831 11.831

Madagascar 150.000 472.246 151 622.396

Sudan 173 173

South Sudan 20.376 500.000 544.781 1.065.157

Somalia 144 144

uganda 147.003 147.003

Zimbabwe 75.618 56.811 132.429

Admin. fund 204.730 225 31.757 23.612 5.246 26.488 3.067.245 49.516 3.408.820

Capital 
equipment 
fund

343.382 343.382

MdE fund 6.472 6.472

Medical fund 381 381

Operations 
fund 302.852 302.852

TOTAL 343.382 37.660 204.730 6.472 1.525.618 225 31.757 23.612 5.246 302.852 26.488 5.402.342 151 49.516 0

2010 USD SOURCE FUND
Receiving fund Africa fund Oak fund FV fund Staff care & 

dev fund
Staff sup & 

dev fund
Capacity 

mgmt fund haiti fund MdE fund Medical 
fund

Water  
fund

undesig-
nated funds

Operations 
fund

Launch  
fund TOTAL

Forgotten victims 
fund 129 129

Staff support & 
development fund 24,043 24,043

Afghanistan 17,479 8,419 16,167 903,766 945,832

d.R. Congo 500,000 454 1,088 416,557 918,100

haiti 32,202 32,202

Madagascar 500,000 329,294 829,294

Somalia 644 644

Sudan 1,700 506,464 508,165

South Sudan 450,498 4,830  347,613 802,942

uganda 150,000 644 321,581 472,225

Zimbabwe 110,000  172,027 282,027

Capital equipment  
fund 202,435 202,435

undesignated 
funds 294,888 294,888

Administrative fund 540,562  26,727  24,043 74,760 4,621,500  15,387 5,302,978

TOTAL 1,710,498 540,562 454 24,043 26,727 24,043 74,760 58,718 8,419 16,167 7,821,238 294,888 15,387 0 
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7.2. Gifts-in-kind (GIK)
Gifts-in-kind are an integral part of Medair’s 
humanitarian programme. The total breakdown of 
gifts-in-kind activity is presented below.

USD 2011 2010
Afghanistan 101,570 55,944

d.R. Congo 21,097

hQ 12,926

haiti 11,261

Madagascar 31,366 88,944

Somalia 903,958 1,137,431

Sudan 244,397 292,361

South Sudan 615,478 422,884

Medair u.K. 7,038

Total 1,949,090 1,997,565

7.3. Other income
Other income consists of sales income, training fees 
for our Relief and Rehabilitation Orientation Course 
(ROC), beneficiary participation in field programmes, 
and miscellaneous income.

8. Detail of expenditures
8.1. humanitarian expense

humanitarian expense is the total cost of providing 
goods and services to Medair’s beneficiaries. It 
includes the costs of implementing these humanitarian 
programmes, such as project staff, food and living 
costs, communication and energy equipment, vehicles, 
transportation and storage of materials, and logistical 
and financial expenses. It also includes the research, 
preparation, planning, selection, follow-up and control 
of these humanitarian programmes provided by the 
headquarters office in Ecublens, Switzerland.

Programme expense is the total humanitarian cost 
plus a contribution toward indirect cost. The budget 
of each humanitarian programme includes a 15% 
contribution to support the administrative costs of 
Medair. This cost is not reported with humanitarian 
expense, but is included in the term programme 
expense in the Statement of Changes in Capital.

The following table presents only the humanitarian 
expenses by country. 

2010 USD Sectors Personnel Travel Admin Maintenance Depreciation Other 
expense Total Support 

expenses Total

Afghanistan 1,214,973 1,172,058 227,349 314,549 70,711 80,467 138,800 3,218,908 261,571 3,480,479

d.R. Congo 1,279,327 1,052,782 164,858 276,415 97,584 32,845 214,960 3,118,771 253,434 3,372,205

haiti 3,978,593 858,639 265,815 321,833 49,450 5,468 407,686 5,887,484 478,422 6,365,906

Indonesia 91,062 35,086 5,371 4,902 2,472 0 2,494 141,387 11,489 152,877

Madagascar 479,559 479,805 57,701 103,168 31,994 2,586 80,168 1,234,981 100,356 1,335,336

Somalia 1,505,703 700,414 109,049 124,026 8,735 4,689 353,461 2,806,077 228,024 3,034,101

Sudan 2,692,022 2,605,166 666,098 571,147 204,423 108,024 407,172 7,254,051 589,470 7,843,522

South 
Sudan 2,709,929 2,523,859 743,293 719,459 236,158 163,407 360,019 7,456,124 605,891 8,062,015

uganda 38,512 281,090 -31,553 45,526 10,939 21,895 28,988 395,397 32,130 427,528

Zimbabwe 328,130 232,529 53,704 49,665 5,043 16,570 77,678 763,319 62,028 825,347

Total 14,317,809 9,941,427 2,261,687 2,530,691 717,508 435,951 2,071,426 32,276,499 2,622,816 34,899,316

2011 USD Sectors Personnel Travel Admin Maintenance Depreciation Other 
expense Total Support 

expenses Total

Afghanistan 811,243 1,368,109 211,198 265,247 72,327 70,285 170,639 2,969,048 314,845 3,283,893

d.R. Congo 2,364,980 1,526,447 242,800 395,415 225,726 90,447 471,423 5,317,238 563,853 5,881,091

haiti 2,150,155 1,849,871 327,922 281,009 40,646 7,660 240,529 4,897,791 519,373 5,417,165

Madagascar 610,152 455,201 52,868 92,611 26,584 3,205 63,024 1,303,646 138,242 1,441,888

Somalia 1,634,617 817,354 154,776 179,237 7,796 6,102 401,594 3,201,476 339,492 3,540,968

Sudan 3,060,381 3,188,568 553,860 561,175 143,048 69,774 447,198 8,024,004 850,885 8,874,888

South 
Sudan 2,832,652 2,692,526 635,513 613,165 154,337 153,470 454,570 7,536,233 799,160 8,335,393

uganda 0 0 0 924 0 0 0 924 98 1,022

Zimbabwe 1,036,756 318,116 71,515 83,882 19,933 59,260 77,876 1,667,337 176,808 1,844,146

Total 14,500,936 12,216,192 2,250,452 2,472,666 690,396 460,203 2,326,852 34,917,698 3,702,756 38,620,453
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8.2. Administrative expense
Administrative expense includes the cost of the Medair 
office in Ecublens, Switzerland, plus the administrative 
costs of each of the affiliate offices and the Invest in Aid 
foundation. These costs consist of general management 
costs including hR, operations and logistics, finance, as 
well as communications and fundraising costs.

8.3. Cost of fund appeals
Medair (Switzerland) ran 15 fundraising campaigns 
during 2011, the results of which are presented below. 

USD 2011 2010
number of campaigns 15 11
Total cost 806,890 598,657
Total revenue 1,882,157 1,610,738

8.4. Insurance
Medair maintains fire insurance on furniture and 
equipment in the amount ChF 1,180,789 for 2011. In 
2010, the amount was ChF 957,935.

8.5. Operating expenses
These expense categories are presented for information 
only. They present a functional breakdown of operating 
expenses rather than the activity-based presentation of 
the financial accounts. 

8.6. Realised gain or loss on exchange
This is the net result of realised gains and losses, which 
is recorded to the income statement.

9. Volunteer network
Medair (Switzerland) is assisted in its administrative 
activities in Switzerland by a network of volunteers. 
These people help with administrative tasks in the 
office, at promotional events, and in the conduct of ROC 
training courses. In 2011, our volunteers contributed 
more than 4,849 hours, or approximately 606 days’ 
worth of time to Medair.

10. Remuneration of the Boards of Trustees
Members of the Board of Trustees of Medair 
(Switzerland) and the respective boards of each 
European affiliate office volunteered their time in 2011, 
receiving neither salary nor reimbursement. Board 
members are allowed to submit travel expenses for 
reimbursement.

11. Post closure
There have not been any significant events post-closure 
that impact these financial statements for the year 2011.

Operating expenses 2011

USD

Humanitarian Administration Total operating
expenseDirect Support General management Fundraising

Sectors 14,500,936 14,500,936

Personnel 12,216,192 3,282,372 1,996,933 854,023 18,349,520

Travel & representation 2,250,452 222,983 120,453 54,705 2,648,593

Admin 2,472,666 192,264 764,487 61,632 3,491,048

Maintenance 690,396 21,768 712,165

depreciation 460,203 195,107 655,310

Other 2,326,852 5,136 132,110 10,524 2,474,623

Fundraising direct 1,551,566 1,551,566

Total 34,917,698 3,702,756 3,230,858 2,532,449 44,383,759

Operating expenses 2010

USD

Humanitarian Administration Total operating
expenseDirect Support General management Fundraising

Sectors 14,317,809 14,317,809

Personnel 9,941,427 2,246,676 1,613,323 761,716 14,563,143

Travel & representation 2,261,687 187,519 111,062 61,530 2,621,798

Admin 2,530,691 131,509 559,524 53,526 3,275,250

Maintenance 717,508 96,085 813,593

depreciation 435,951 217,450 653,400

Other 2,071,426 57,112 145,734 20,582 2,294,855

Fundraising direct 1,305,199 1,305,199

Total 32,276,500 2,622,816 2,743,179 2,202,548 39,845,042
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Medair flies in medicines and supplies to 
Ango, d.R. Congo, and prepares to transport 
them to remote health clinics in the region.

Some of the clinics are so hard 
to reach that Medair staff need to 
deliver the medicines by bicycle.
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